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We pulverized the Overton Window.

Even former mainstream straddlers are saying it aloud now:

“Mistakes Were NOT Made.”

Deftly filmed by Mark Lawrie and poignantly scored by my husband, Dr. Tess Lawrie’s
knee-buckling reading of my poem has shattered the few remaining shards dangling in
the window frame.

A while back, I was cautioned by someone I respect to “dial it back” and avoid using
terms like “crimes against humanity.”

Instead, I dialed it up. WAY UP.

We are at a pivotal tipping point in history, and we’ve not a microsecond to waste.

No time to mince words. No time to be polite. No time to coddle the Covidians.

We are currently in a pressure-diffusing stage before they “deploy the new variant”
[i.e., the next manufactured crisis] to “frighten the pants of us” [sic] and “get the
bahviour change” [sic].

The public can either sink back into denial and defeatist despondency as the next
Problem–Reaction–Solution sweeps over the planet to justify the imposition of Central
Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs), ensnaring us in the philanthropaths’ dreams of a
biosurveillance digital panopticon OR we can seize this moment to push for
accountability.

We are losing the last sliver of twilight I described in my second essay, as captured by
the epigraph:

“As nightfall does not come all at once, neither does oppression. In both instances,
there is a twilight. And it is in such twilight that we all must be aware of change in
the air—however slight—lest we become unwitting victims of the darkness.”
—Justice William O. Douglas

We must call the atrocities committed in the name of COVID what they are.

We must name names.

We must demand trials.

We must practice mass peaceful noncompliance.

We must execute justice.

This is our moment.

We have the advantage right now.

The COVID lies are in free fall, collapsing into their own footprint.

The front fell off the narrative.

The sleepwalkers are stumbling out of the darkness, their eyes watering from the
searing sunlight as the facade crumbles around them.
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)
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Watch now (4 min) | I am elated to present this video of Dr. Tess Lawrie reading Mistakes Were NOT
Made: An Anthem for Justice (full text at the end of this post): My veteran Substack readers may recall
it was Tess’s fearless confrontation of Andrew Hill that inspired me to launch my
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The propagandists are in mop-up mode, cooling the mark out by flooding the zone
with limited hangouts and wound-salting pleas for amnesty.

Denis Rancourt 
@denisrancourt

PSYCHOLOGY NUGGET re ADMITTING VACCINE HARM:
Now that global vaccination is done, they won, they can 
admit that vaccines cause harm or even were ineffective.
It actually helps them to admit these things now.
It's called "cooling the mark out".
The mark is those who were aware. 

12:43 AM ∙ Jan 20, 2023
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The scales are falling from people’s eyes, and they want the truth. They are thirsting
for facts. They are desperate for a reality check after three years of incessant
gaslighting.

Aaron Kheriaty, MD 
@akheriaty

Lockstep. 
Watch. The. Video.  
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Meanwhile, the colluders are backpedaling furiously, flinging out excuses as rapidly as
they can fabricate them.

But we’re not having it.

We are done with their lies.

We are done with their smears.

We are done with their coercion.

We are done with their tyranny.

We are done with their power grab.

We are done with their agenda.

We are done with their democide.

And the spontaneous, worldwide viralization of Mistakes Were NOT Made by the
millions proves it.

I was invited to tell that story during the World Council for Health’s General Assembly
#82 on March 27, the first time I have appeared on video since my Corona Investigative
Committee presentation on July 1, 2022.

Here is the full GA, which also features an interview with architect and filmmaker
Robin Monotti, who helped viralize Mistakes Were NOT Made:

Below is the truncated version featuring my interview segment, but I encourage you to
watch the full version if you can spare the time so you can hear Tess’s reflections on
the poem as well as Robin’s and Dr. Mark Trozzi’s enthusiastic responses and their
own compelling presentations:

Former BBC presenter Jemma Cooper did a marvelous job with the interviews, and I
confess I liked her even more after I discovered she called the BBC “the devil” before
bidding them sayonara.

Andi 

🌸🌸🌸

 
@peachypuk

Weather presenter Jemma Cooper leaves BBC after ‘calling 
them the Devil and protesting lockdown’ – Metro 

metro.co.uk

Presenter leaves BBC after ‘calling them the Devil and protesting lockdown’

She appeared to slam the broadcaster in a Covid-denial WhatsApp group.

5:51 PM ∙ Apr 24, 2021
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The day after my interview, Maajid Nawaz spoke with Tess about Mistakes Were NOT
Made on his WARRIOR CREED podcast, having already played our video on the
previous episode (@ 1:22:14):

I was deeply moved by Tess’s words about the poem and our collaboration and hope
you will get a chance to watch her portion of the podcast (her Internet connectivity
interruptions notwithstanding).

The day after that, 5DollarShake informed me Jimmy Dore 1 had just had Dr. Pierre
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The day after that, 5DollarShake informed me Jimmy Dore 1 had just had Dr. Pierre
Kory on his show and they’d played our video.

Watching it prompted 5DollarShake to experience this cathartic response:

“Jimmy Dore just had Dr Pierre Kory on as a guest and about an hour in they played
this video of Tess Lawrie and I started watching it, Tess was really making strong
points, outlying the facts, then she started to get faster while saying more impactful
things and then all of a sudden in about a span of 5 seconds out of nowhere I
erupted like an unsuspected volcano of tears.

“I’m a 38 year old male and can usually control my outward emotions even if I'm
having an emotional moment from within but Tess’s words essentially ripped the
million times I thought ‘wait a sec, this doesn’t make sense’ to only be met by a
billion dollar vax campaign from the Pharma Industrial Complex that kept a
constant tsunami of daily gaslighting which made me question myself, shaming
skeptics with names like plague rat or some name to imply we had a 60IQ, coercive
measures, banning me from the gym which was the glue that once kept me
together, the blatant censorship of people, even people who had scientific
backgrounds and an impeccable career from anywhere between 10–40 years.

“The whole time I just knew my instincts were right and even though I don’t have
the credentials to back up why I certain I was right and my super power has always
been to be able to hear both sides of an argument and know who’s right and who’s
not.

“I’ll never forget reading massive amounts of people posting the most vile and
[hateful] comments about how they gleefully celebrated stories of unjabbed peoples
deaths and that was the moment several horrific historical events made much more
sense on how they arose. Even after reading the many, MANY posts about how
euphoric it made some people feel when they read about the unjabbed suffering in
hospitals and the commonality of people saying ‘they don’t deserve a hospital bed’
or ‘take their children from them’ I was honestly shocked that in response to how
they felt about me(us) that I didn’t share their orgasmic impulse to leap in the air
every time somebody who was hurt from the jab. [It] was a truly proud moment that
the cv-19 era hadn’t stolen my humanity like I had witnessed the way it had
successfully done to so many people on the other side.

“I have so much more to say but 0.1% of people would even read a post as long as
this one.”

5DollarShake 
@5DollarShake4

I just saw "mistakes were not made" and I was gripped from 
the start but it just kept building by essentially stacking fact 
on top of fact and then like an unsuspected volcano I 
erupted into childlike tears. I'm a 38 year old male and this is 
a RARE occurrence.
@lawrie_dr
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He is emblematic of the intrepid individuals who proved themselves Badass Germans
amidst a sea of Good Germans:

One of my readers, Judith Brandon, sent me the above enamel plate she created using
sgraffito accompanied by the following note echoing 5DollarShake’s feelings (shared
with her permission):

“I made this piece in art school back in the 80’s.

“As a child I learned that the more I questioned, the more angry people without
answers became. One reason why I was kicked out of Catholic school... :) The older
I got the more disappointed I became with the authorities around me. So many
adults are so fearful of individual thought, I wonder how anything gets done. I often
see the world as Alice with madness all around me and people pointing and
screaming at me.

“It has been a powerful lesson to be the unvaccinated in this world. My family is
filled with doctors and pharmacists. There are days I crumple to the ground and sob
with grief. I have over two dozen friends with serious vaccine injuries and three
sudden deaths. I grieve for the loss of respect I feel for my family and friends who
continue to go on like people aren’t dying and all cause mortality is a coincidence.
There are so many sick and injured I feel like I’m drowning trying to stay positive
and grounded.

“What I really mean to say is thank you. Thank you so much for putting words to
my feelings. It really helps to know there are people like you and that I’m not alone.

“God Bless you and all the people who love and support you. Let our voices be
heard.”

My dear friend Lucia Sinatra of No College Mandates wrote me this moving note:

“I have been meaning to email you for weeks to congratulate you on Mistakes Were
NOT Made. I am well-aware of how insanely viral it went as I have seen it
everywhere. I have also listened to Tess’s video nearly every day since you released
it. It is my ‘fight song,’ my inspiration, and the single thing that re-winded my sails.
I thank you so much for this, and I thank you on behalf of so many.

Did you know that Mary Holland made it part of her speech at VSRF’s COVID
Litigation Conference? I was a speaker at the event, and when she got to the end of
her talk and mentioned your poem, it was one of the highlights of the afternoon.
The poem just keeps presenting in my world because I need it to be.”

I won’t repeat the comments at the video, poem, YouTube video, or other channels
since you can browse those yourself, but here were a few standout messages made at
other Stacks you may have missed.

In this comment, ExcessDeathsAU informed me that Jabs Australia had played our
video during a presentation:

phillip.altman’s Substack

KEEPING YOU “SAFE” IS COSTING LIVES

Our Voters Forum last night at Dee Why RSL Club was a great success - amazing!

Presentations by myself on Covid vaccines, Kate Mason on “SMART” cities, Ray

Broomfield barrister on 5G, Craig Kelly, Michael O’Neil IMOP candidate for the

Upper House and Mille Fontana Liberal Democrat candidate for the Upper House

and Dr. My Le Trinh – a brave GP who has be…

Read more

9 months ago · 18 likes · 5 comments · phillip.altman

ExcessDeathsAU noted:

“Just letting you know that nothing much phases me at this point, but when the
Australian doctor presented her evidence and the audience reacted, then Tess read
your words, I was weeping. The evil is just so overwhelming.”

I previously shared the following striking comment by Jersey Prophet:

“Margaret, let me use this opportunity to laud your poem ‘An Anthem For Justice’
as the definitive statement on the global genocide event now still underway. Your
Anthem is to me the Star Spangled Banner of the Covid resistance movement and
anti-genocide movements in general. It should be read by all.”

Jersey Prophet recently made another comment poetically capturing what many have
repeatedly expressed:

“Margaret, if I might indulge in an act of alliteration, your poem has rattled the
conscience of the cabal while giving hope to the tellers of truth.

“It will live on beyond the madness of the moment.”

People have also been inspired to create their own art, from one woman who is
working on a song for the Finnish version to a radio host delivering his own unique
performance to Darrin McBreen crafting this potent mashup video that aired on
InfoWars and has garnered nearly half a million views:

Darrin McBreen 
@MediaRival

Don't Let Them Get Away With It! 
Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
Poem: @MargaretAnnaAl1 Read by: @lawrie_dr
Video: @MediaRival 
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InfoWars, incidentally, also published an article about my poem going viral that opens:

“A powerful poem chronicling the last three years of tyrannical COVID measures
and vaccine mandates is going viral.

“The poem by Margaret Anna Alice, read by UK-based medical doctor Dr. Tess
Lawrie, lays out how the ‘crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak of
COVID’ were intentionally inflicted.”

Mark Neugebauer alerted me that his friends at RE-GEN Media created an Australian
rendition of my poem:

I found this particularly moving in light of the severity of tyranny experienced Down
Under, as I detailed in this exhaustive Recommendations Roundup in October 2021:

Ryan Cristian of The Last American Vagabond let me know he has played the video at
least three times, and Ivor Mektin 

🙈🙉🙊

 was kind enough to rustle up this example
(@ 39:45):

In this Children’s Health Defense article, Mary Holland urges people to watch our
video, and Polly Tommey let me know they were planning to play it on CHD.TV (I am
awaiting further details and a link).

Thanks to Hugh McCarthy’s ardent recommendation, UK Column also reached out to
me about publishing my poem.

In addition to my usual translators in languages like Finnish, German, and Spanish,
people from all over the world have begun offering unsolicited translations and
subtitled videos in their own languages.

World Council for Health has also called on its army of quiet heroes around the world
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Are You a Good German or a Badass German?
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · APRIL 7, 2022

“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor. If an elephant
has its foot on the tail of a mouse and you say that you are neutral, the mouse will not appreciate your
neutrality.” —Archbishop Desmond Tutu Time’s up. Pencils down.
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Preamble This article combines Part 1 (Videos), Part 2 (Articles, Book, Poem), Part 3 (Movies), and Part
4 (TV Shows & Music) of the Down Under Edition of Recommendations Roundup along with a new
section with links to Queensland petitions on masks, lockdowns, and PCR tests prepared by two of my
Australian subscribers. I am also including PDFs of the supp…
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World Council for Health has also called on its army of quiet heroes around the world
to translate my poem into nearly thirty languages.

I have created a Translations & PDFs page, which I will be updating with new
translations (both text versions and subtitled videos) as they arrive, so please check
back there if you don’t see your language right now.

If you are fluent in a language NOT included in the list below and would like to add
your own translation, please reply to one of my newsletters (or sign up and reply to the
Welcome email) to share your translation (linked items go to the completed
translations):

Arabic

Bahasa Malaysia & Indonesia

Chinese (traditional & simplified)

Croatian 

Czech

Danish

Dutch

Estonian

Finnish

French (subtitled video)

German

Greek

Hebrew (subtitled video)

Hungarian

Italian (subtitled video)

Japanese

Latvian

Lithuanian

Polish (subtitled video)

Portuguese

Russian (subtitled video)

Serbian

Spanish (subtitled video)

Swedish

Ukrainian (subtitled video)

Welsh

Zulu

I can’t speak for the rest of the Internet because it was all I could do to keep up with
the avalanche of tweets gushing in, but the phrase “Mistakes Were NOT Made”
trended on Twitter for three days in a row.

It may have been longer, but I only noticed it after this Jikkyleaks tweet set off the
conflagration a few days after Heather Heyings’s tweet had laid the kindling:

Jikkyleaks 

🐭

 
@Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to 
respect the deceased and the oppressed. 

Understand what this is about. 

Listen. Share. Reflect. 

#Tyranny 
@DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr 

9:43 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

4,440 Likes 2,576 Retweets

Heather E Heying 
@HeatherEHeying

Mistakes were not made.

“The NGOs leased the academics.

“The $cientists fabricated the findings.

“The mouthpieces spewed the talking points.” 

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

7:00 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

790 Likes 257 Retweets

My own tweet announcing the video has garnered 44K views thus far:

Margaret Anna Alice 
@MargaretAnnaAl1

I am profoundly honored to share this exquisitely poignant 
reading of my Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice 
poem by @lawrie_dr of @FreeWCH. It was beautifully filmed 
by Mark Lawrie, director of A Letter to Dr Andrew Hill, my #1 
red-pilling video.

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

1:44 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

772 Likes 348 Retweets

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

The honour was all mine, @MargaretAnnaAl1. Thank you for 
your poetry. 

🙏🌟💕

 

Margaret Anna Alice @MargaretAnnaAl1

I am profoundly honored to share this exquisitely poignant reading of my 
Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice poem by @lawrie_dr of 
@FreeWCH. It was beautifully filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of A Letter to Dr 
Andrew Hill, my #1 red-pilling video.

https://t.co/HFNgnfRct1

5:09 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

62 Likes 13 Retweets

Having previously limited my social media use primarily to sharing my articles, I made
an exception for Twitter during this period and have begun using it to share more
time-sensitive news and relevant tidbits. You can review my feed to see all of the
tweets on Mistakes Were NOT Made, and you might as well follow me while you’re
there:

MAA on Twitter

Please give Tess and World Council for Health follows, too. Below are a few of Tess’s
tweets on this topic:

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

The honour was all mine, @MargaretAnnaAl1. Thank you for 
your poetry. 

🙏🌟💕

 

Margaret Anna Alice @MargaretAnnaAl1

I am profoundly honored to share this exquisitely poignant reading of my 
Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice poem by @lawrie_dr of 
@FreeWCH. It was beautifully filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of A Letter to Dr 
Andrew Hill, my #1 red-pilling video.

https://t.co/HFNgnfRct1

5:09 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

62 Likes 13 Retweets

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

The philanthropaths bought The $cience™.

The modelers projected the lies.

The testers concocted the crisis.

The NGOs leased the academics.

The $cientists fabricated the findings.

Don’t let Them get away with it.

m.youtube.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
f...

11:19 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

3,147 Likes 1,214 Retweets

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

Mistakes were NOT made. Please share 

🙏

 

Margaret Anna Alice @MargaretAnnaAl1

For those who would like to embed @lawrie_dr's devastatingly powerful reading 
of my Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice poem or who wish to 
view it with subtitles or auto-translation, I've uploaded it to YouTube (let's see 
how long it lasts):

https://t.co/Qw1DEdbQoz

10:40 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

199 Likes 93 Retweets

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

The psychologists crafted the messaging.

The propagandists chanted the slogans.

The fact-chokers smeared the dissidents.

The censors silenced the questioners.

The jackboots stomped the dissenters.

#MistakesWereNOTMade

@MaajidNawaz @thecoastguy   

bitchute.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of “A Letter to Dr Andrew Hill,” my #1 red-pilling 
video. …10:24 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

696 Likes 282 Retweets

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

The DoD placed the orders.

The corporations fulfilled the contracts.

The regulators approved the solution.

The laws shielded the contractors.

The agencies ignored the signals.

#MistakesWereNOTMade 

@RobertKennedyJr @PierreKory 

bitchute.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of “A Letter to Dr Andrew Hill,” my #1 red-pilling 
video. …10:29 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

378 Likes 158 Retweets

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

Thank you @P_McCulloughMD for sharing this important
message. @FreeWCH collaboration with talented poet
@MargaretAnnaAl1 Mistakes Were NOT Made, words by
Margaret Anna Alice. Please share widely and keep this
trending 

🙏

 Original link: youtube.com/watch?v=ueUXNL…

Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH™ @P_McCulloughMD

.@lawrie_dr says it was planned, executed openly, ongoing. "Don't let them get
away with it." @DrLoupis @MaryanneDemasi @VigilantFox @DrAseemMalhotra
@DrKellyVictory @drdrew @c_plushie @drcraigwax @stkirsch @cccalliance
@TexasLindsay_ @TheChiefNerd @cccalliance @TexasLindsay_
https://t.co/JvJ08xNtdw

9:12 AM ∙ Mar 31, 2023

232 Likes 111 Retweets

It would be impossible to cite the thousands (tens of thousands? hundreds of
thousands? millions?) of other tweets sharing our video and my poem, so I will just
post a selection from some of the more prominent figures here followed by a longer
list under the Tweets section below.

But first, I want to share these especially touching messages from Raelene Kennedy,
mother of the vaxx-killed Caitlin Gotze, whose story I had included via a video in
Letter to a Mainstream Straddler:

Justice4Caitlin 
@RaeleneKenned20

Mistakes Were NOT Made: Translations & PDFs
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · APR 7

Translations Translations of Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice and subtitled versions
of my video collaboration with Dr. Tess Lawrie are already underway with help from my usual
translators plus World Council for Health’s network of quiet heroes

Read full story
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@RaeleneKenned20

@MargaretAnnaAl1 @lawrie_dr @MargaretAnnaAl1, these 
words are powerful. The verses are magnificent. You have 
captured the essence of this silenced war. This democide 
claimed my beautiful 23 yo daughter. The silence has almost 
claimed me. THANK YOU! 

🙏

10:34 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

32 Likes 9 Retweets

Justice4Caitlin 
@RaeleneKenned20

@MargaretAnnaAl1 @lawrie_dr I am in tears. As long as we 
keep speaking out, they will not be forgotten. I have to 
believe Caitlin has a role to play, and she is now more 
powerful as an angel, than she could have been on earth 

💔
😢

. Thank you again, truly deeply.

11:13 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

18 Likes 3 Retweets

Two weeks later, Raelene sent me the following photos and note about a woman she
spotted wearing a homemade Mistakes Were NOT Made t-shirt at a Moving Forward
Sunshine Coast event:

Margaret Anna Alice 
@MargaretAnnaAl1

From @RaeleneKenned20:
"Dear Margaret, I attended an event yesterday, where I 
spoke, advocating for the vaccine-injured & telling Caitlin's 
story. This lady was in the front row. She printed this herself. I 
asked her to stand up and explain the t-shirt. How beautiful 
is this

🤗🥰

" 

12:35 PM ∙ Apr 2, 2023

106 Likes 29 Retweets

If that woman is reading this or you can help me identify her, please let me know as I
would like to thank her for finding a creative way to spread this message on the
ground.

I owe a debt of gratitude to New World Odor™ for being the first (I think?) to embed
the video, which generated almost half a million views and led to its being shared by
other influential medical freedom fighters:

New World Odor™ 
@hugh_mankind

🔥

 LISTEN-READ-SHARE ''Mistakes Were NOT Made: An
Anthem for Justice'' -By Margaret Anna Alice The Armenian
Genocide was not a mistake. Holodomor was not a mistake.
The Final Solution was not a mistake. The Great Leap
Forward was not a mistake. The
open.substack.com/pub/margaretan……
https://t.co/aWOxo5BuiN

6:05 PM ∙ Mar 17, 2023

885 Likes 498 Retweets

Awake in Belfast 
@AwakeinBelfast

If you want a complete run down on what they did to us in 2 
minutes. Here you go. Planned right down to the very last 
detail. 

😡😡

6:11 PM ∙ Mar 17, 2023

5,085 Likes 3,101 Retweets

Right Said Fred 
@TheFreds

‘Mistakes were not made’…‘Don’t let them get away with it’. 

👇👇👇👇👇👇👇👇👇👇

 

Awake in Belfast @AwakeinBelfast

If you want a complete run down on what they did to us in 2 minutes. Here you 
go. Planned right down to the very last detail. 

😡😡

https://t.co/i4t5FlsabQ

1:47 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

2,915 Likes 1,220 Retweets

Threads 

🧵

 Irish 
@ThreadsIrish

1. Mistakes Were Not Made

New 

🧵

 1/15

I said I wasn’t going to write another 

🧵

 as I’m being so 
heavily shadow banned and it wouldn’t be worth it. This 
however is worth it. 

6:43 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

357 Likes 191 Retweets

Erin Elizabeth Health Nut News 

🙌

 
@unhealthytruth

Mind blown. If you want a two minute rundown of what they 
did the last two years and it was planned down to the very 
last detail. Watch this. One of the best videos I’ve seen in the 
last three years about the last three years. 

🤯

 

2:06 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

11,453 Likes 6,154 Retweets

Tess’s and my cherished friend and Heavyweight Champion of Truth Dr. Pierre Kory
loved it so much he tweeted it out twice:

Pierre Kory, MD MPA 
@PierreKory

Every single line is disturbingly accurate. Describes in
shocking detail how a humanitarian catastrophe was
created without much of the world realizing their complicity.
Written by the immensely insightful Margaret Ann Alice. Her
Substack is a must-read. substack.com/profile/353833…

Jikkyleaks 

🐭

@Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased
and the oppressed. Understand what this is about. Listen. Share. Reflect.
#Tyranny @DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr
https://t.co/u4ezg8t2hr

9:15 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

1,078 Likes 443 Retweets

Pierre Kory, MD MPA 
@PierreKory

Reposting: Every single line is disturbingly accurate. 
Describes in shocking detail how a humanitarian 
catastrophe was created without much of the world realizing 
their complicity. 

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

3:45 AM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

1,191 Likes 490 Retweets

My fellow WCH GA guest Robin Monotti was instrumental in sharing our video across
numerous tweets, including:

Robin Monotti 
@robinmonotti

"Mistakes Were Not Made"
@lawrie_dr reads @MargaretAnnaAl1 's poignant poem. 

6:47 PM ∙ Mar 17, 2023

125 Likes 62 Retweets

Robin Monotti 
@robinmonotti

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
Poem: @MargaretAnnaAl1 
Read by: @lawrie_dr
Video: @MediaRival 

3:51 PM ∙ Mar 26, 2023

196 Likes 126 Retweets

Robin Monotti 
@robinmonotti

"The following poem was inspired by a conversation 
with Mike Yeadon. We have both independently noticed the 
increasing use of terms like “bungled” and “blunder” to 
describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the 
cloak of COVID. Even well-meaning people who share… 
https://t.co/nikz6cJE0u

Robin Monotti @robinmonotti

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
Poem: @MargaretAnnaAl1 
Read by: @lawrie_dr
Video: @MediaRival https://t.co/lYsL2pT2zS

9:21 PM ∙ Mar 26, 2023

56 Likes 35 Retweets

Bret Weinstein set off a chain reaction with this trenchant tweet, which sums up
Mistakes Were NOT Made so irrefutably, I (mis)quoted it in my GA interview:

Bret Weinstein 
@BretWeinstein

Incompetence will produce an arbitrary response. It will NOT 
produce the inverse of an excellent response.

Question after question the advice was upside down. Stay 
inside. Wait to treat. Ignore natural immunity. Ignore Vit-D. 
Mask and Vaccinate your kids

Mistakes Were Not Made 

Dr Tess Lawrie @lawrie_dr

The philanthropaths bought The $cience™.

The modelers projected the lies.

The testers concocted the crisis.

The NGOs leased the academics.

The $cientists fabricated the findings.

Don’t let Them get away with it.

https://t.co/itCToEUwjz

1:20 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

2,142 Likes 445 Retweets

I treasure this tweet by the incomparable Dr. Jessica Rose, the world’s top VAERS
expert and my beloved sister-in-arms:

Jessica Rose 
@JesslovesMJK

Margaret Anna Alice's words. Tess Lawrie's voice. Mark 
Lawrie and Keith Craig's viewpoint. Shawn Patrick Michael's 
composure. 

Our ears and spirits. 

United we stand on solid foundations to tell and hear the 
simple TRUTH. 

Margaret Anna Alice @MargaretAnnaAl1

I am profoundly honored to share this exquisitely poignant reading of my 
Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice poem by @lawrie_dr of 
@FreeWCH. It was beautifully filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of A Letter to Dr 
Andrew Hill, my #1 red-pilling video.

https://t.co/HFNgnfRct1

3:05 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023
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And I’m just going to let these tweets by other leading lights speak for themselves:

Toby Rogers, Ph.D., M.P.P. 
@uTobian

An absolute masterpiece! Wow! 

Awake in Belfast @AwakeinBelfast

If you want a complete run down on what they did to us in 2 minutes. Here you 
go. Planned right down to the very last detail. 

😡😡

https://t.co/i4t5FlsabQ

3:16 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

436 Likes 217 Retweets

Dr Mark Trozzi 
@DrTrozzi

Mistakes Were Not Made. An Anthem For Justice!  think that 
we all agree whole heartedly with Dr David Martin that the 
members of the criminal covid enterprise, including Fidel's 
boy, are guilty of premeditated mass murder. 

https://twitter.com/RaeleneKenned20/status/1637402140032516097
https://twitter.com/RaeleneKenned20/status/1637402140032516097
https://twitter.com/RaeleneKenned20/status/1637411998991548419
https://twitter.com/RaeleneKenned20/status/1637411998991548419
https://twitter.com/MargaretAnnaAl1/status/1642505946185498624
https://twitter.com/MargaretAnnaAl1/status/1642505946185498624
https://twitter.com/hugh_mankind/status/1636790857264136207
https://twitter.com/hugh_mankind/status/1636790857264136207
https://open.substack.com/pub/margaretannaalice/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem?r=apljy&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
https://twitter.com/hugh_mankind/status/1636790857264136207
https://twitter.com/AwakeinBelfast/status/1636792401044832270
https://twitter.com/AwakeinBelfast/status/1636792401044832270
https://twitter.com/TheFreds/status/1637450778544578561
https://twitter.com/TheFreds/status/1637450778544578561
https://twitter.com/ThreadsIrish/status/1638249977867816960
https://twitter.com/ThreadsIrish/status/1638249977867816960
https://twitter.com/unhealthytruth/status/1637636712711979020
https://twitter.com/unhealthytruth/status/1637636712711979020
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1637563502188544001
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1637563502188544001
https://substack.com/profile/35383324-margaret-anna-alice
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1637563502188544001
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1638023972271865857
https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-57a
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1638023972271865857
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti/status/1636801512478212130
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti/status/1636801512478212130
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti/status/1640018741554708481
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti/status/1640018741554708481
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti/status/1640101605298290689
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti/status/1640101605298290689
https://twitter.com/BretWeinstein/status/1637625021651890176
https://twitter.com/BretWeinstein/status/1637625021651890176
https://twitter.com/JesslovesMJK/status/1637470398433591297
https://twitter.com/JesslovesMJK/status/1637470398433591297
https://twitter.com/uTobian/status/1637473148542255105
https://twitter.com/uTobian/status/1637473148542255105
https://twitter.com/DrTrozzi/status/1638929868447522819
https://drtrozzi.org/2023/03/20/great-news/
https://twitter.com/MargaretAnnaAl1/status/1642505946185498624
https://mfwdsc.com/
https://twitter.com/hugh_mankind/
https://pierrekory.substack.com/
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1637563502188544001
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1638023972271865857
https://twitter.com/BretWeinstein/
https://twitter.com/BretWeinstein/status/1637625021651890176
https://twitter.com/JesslovesMJK/status/1637470398433591297
https://jessicar.substack.com/
https://twitter.com/MargaretAnnaAl1/status/1604503718363553793


drtrozzi.org

Great News! ‣ Dr Mark Trozzi

I’m joining other international experts, bringing covid truth to the European 
Parliament, to restore human rights and justice on planet Earth.

3:45 PM ∙ Mar 23, 2023

57 Likes 19 Retweets

Robert W Malone, MD 
@RWMaloneMD

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by
Margaret Anna Alice; Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie)
onenewspage.com/video/20230318…

9:45 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

1,048 Likes 325 Retweets

Dr David Cartland 
@CartlandDavid

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video) 

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

2:40 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

147 Likes 76 Retweets

James Thorp MD 
@jathorpmfm

This is DEEPLY DISTURBING and impossible to refute from
the Monday Morning Quarterback perspective. Do not miss
Margaret Anna Alice. Its only 4 minutes.#ABOG #ACOG
#SMFM @unbridledmd @docbiss @drmcdyer1
@P_McCulloughMD @DrAseemMalhotra @DoNoHarmMed
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer……
https://t.co/glnLEp76ZN

3:36 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

47 Likes 23 Retweets

Brian Tyson, MD  
@btysonmd

STOP SCROLLING:

Give me 4 min of your time and watch this video.  
#makethemaccountable #donotletthemgetawaywithit 
https://t.co/rIZyk8b9M5

Jikkyleaks  @Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased 
and the oppressed. 

Understand what this is about. 

Listen. Share. Reflect. 

#Tyranny 
@DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr https://t.co/u4ezg8t2hr

1:41 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

353 Likes 174 Retweets

 أٮ'و عمّار
@MaajidNawaz

Please watch Dr Tess @lawrie_dr’s reading of the poem by
called Mistakes Were Not Made: AN ANTHEM FOR
JUSTICE By Margaret Anna Alice
bitchute.com/video/nwZvDNcE… (Ignore the “unsafe”
warning that appears when you try to click through)

Dr Tess Lawrie @lawrie_dr

The psychologists crafted the messaging. The propagandists chanted the
slogans. The fact-chokers smeared the dissidents. The censors silenced the
questioners. The jackboots stomped the dissenters. #MistakesWereNOTMade
@MaajidNawaz @thecoastguy https://t.co/nA8ixaWTy5

1:14 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

160 Likes 54 Retweets

Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH™ 
@P_McCulloughMD

.@lawrie_dr says it was planned, executed openly, ongoing.  
"Don't let them get away with it." @DrLoupis 
@MaryanneDemasi @VigilantFox @DrAseemMalhotra 
@DrKellyVictory @drdrew @c_plushie @drcraigwax 
@stkirsch @CCCAlliance @TexasLindsay_ @TheChiefNerd  
@CCCAlliance @TexasLindsay_ 

7:02 PM ∙ Mar 28, 2023

3,399 Likes 1,973 Retweets

Dr Tina Peers 
@DrTinaPeers

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video), 
by @MargaretAnnaAl1 

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

7:55 AM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

10 Likes 6 Retweets

Liz Churchill 
@liz_churchill9

Dr. Tess Lawrie is correct…Psychologists crafted the ‘Covid’ 
narrative…and although it was very easy for me to see…it was 
telling others…that was the true uphill battle. 

2:47 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

1,856 Likes 834 Retweets

Defeat The Mandates 
@dchomecoming

"It was not a mistake. It was not botched, it was not
incompetence, it was not lack of knowledge. The planning
occurred in plain sight. The scientists fabricated the findings.
The organizations declared the emergency..."
Watch:margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer…

Pierre Kory, MD MPA @PierreKory

Every single line is disturbingly accurate. Describes in shocking detail how a
humanitarian catastrophe was created without much of the world realizing their
complicity. Written by the immensely insightful Margaret Ann Alice. Her Substack
is a must-read. https://t.co/qfh08MLr7B https://t.co/iKYLNtAYYr

2:31 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

133 Likes 62 Retweets

Vaccine Safety Research Foundation 
@VacSafety

It was not a mistake and we will hold them accountable. Join
us March 25-26. CovidLitigation.com

Defeat The Mandates @dchomecoming

"It was not a mistake. It was not botched, it was not incompetence, it was not
lack of knowledge. The planning occurred in plain sight. The scientists fabricated
the findings. The organizations declared the emergency..."
Watch:https://t.co/8r9TfEhvFM https://t.co/Rht5C1izjO https://t.co/JeHTTPfZwP

2:32 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

417 Likes 165 Retweets

Children’s Health Defense 
@ChildrensHD

“We were terrorized. We were isolated. We were gaslit. We 
were dehumanized. We were wounded. We were killed. Don't 
let Them get away with it.” @MargaretAnnaAl1

#TheDefender

childrenshealthdefense.org

Courts Follow Culture — and the Culture Is Shifting

“Courts follow culture, and the good news is that culture is shifting, and the truth 
is coming out. The crumbling COVID-19 narrative and the trendline favor us, no…
the tyrants.”

8:01 PM ∙ Mar 29, 2023

199 Likes 83 Retweets

Stef Zamorano 
@miserablelib

@MargaretAnnaAl1 @jimmy_dore @PierreKory @FreeWCH 
@lawrie_dr Powerful message to be shared to all. Thank you 
for putting into words the overwhelming level of cruelty that 
has been thrusted upon us all

5:50 PM ∙ Mar 30, 2023

4 Likes 1 Retweet

Paul Oosterhuis 
@dragonfishy

"Mistakes were NOT made"

Using a gene therapy approach to immunity which allows an 
uncontrolled dose of antigen.

Allowing DNA "contamination" which poisons the genome.

Choosing an antigen (spike) which is toxic...

@Jikkyleaks @chrismartenson @_HeartofGrace_ 
@lawrie_dr 

Jikkyleaks  @Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased 
and the oppressed. 

Understand what this is about. 

Listen. Share. Reflect. 

#Tyranny 
@DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr https://t.co/u4ezg8t2hr

2:32 AM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

85 Likes 36 Retweets

And here is a lovely artist’s rendering of Tess by wingpea:

wingpea (Artist) 
@wingpea_

Mistakes Were Not Made
instagram.com/p/CqoqCAEsvUA/…

1:11 AM ∙ Apr 5, 2023

1 Like 1 Retweet

Maajid Nawaz also kicked off a new trend I hope you will emulate. In addition to
sharing the video, poem, YouTube url, and other video links with Mistakes Were NOT
Made, please consider using that phrase every time you share evidence of
intentionality, achieving the dual purpose of mainstreaming that perception-
recalibrating term while simultaneously crowd-sourcing a living dossier of evidence.

 أٮ'و عمّار
@MaajidNawaz

MISTAKES WERE NOT MADE https://t.co/wULlyskdpp

MaajidNawaz@ أٮ'و عمّار

Never let coup-plotting globalists say they “didn’t know” about vaccine harm or 
that “the science changed”

I am LIVING PROOF that WE WARNED THEM ALL IN REAL TIME

Queen Mary Uni’s @profnfenton & I on @LBC, before they got rid of me

via @Th0ughtCrimin4l:
 https://t.co/pIkjuaNgcg

12:24 AM ∙ Mar 30, 2023

434 Likes 112 Retweets

Tess carried on the practice here:

Dr Tess Lawrie 
@lawrie_dr

Mistakes Were NOT Made 

Dan Astin-Gregory @danastingregory

The damage is already done. #exitthewho https://t.co/EGp6wZKTrJ

9:45 AM ∙ Apr 1, 2023

126 Likes 38 Retweets

And here’s me giving it a go:

https://drtrozzi.org/2023/03/20/great-news/
https://twitter.com/DrTrozzi/status/1638929868447522819
https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD/status/1638295792908656641
https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD/status/1638295792908656641
https://www.onenewspage.com/video/20230318/15554264/Mistakes-Were-NOT-Made-An-Anthem-for-Justice.htm
https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD/status/1638295792908656641
https://twitter.com/CartlandDavid/status/1636376899613237250
https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-57a
https://twitter.com/CartlandDavid/status/1636376899613237250
https://twitter.com/jathorpmfm/status/1638202855684186117
https://twitter.com/jathorpmfm/status/1638202855684186117
https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-57a
https://twitter.com/jathorpmfm/status/1638202855684186117
https://twitter.com/btysonmd/status/1637630462402396161
https://twitter.com/btysonmd/status/1637630462402396161
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1637804841031417858
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1637804841031417858
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nwZvDNcEwEgm/
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1637804841031417858
https://twitter.com/P_McCulloughMD/status/1640791458071433228
https://twitter.com/P_McCulloughMD/status/1640791458071433228
https://twitter.com/DrTinaPeers/status/1636999741463572480
https://open.substack.com/pub/margaretannaalice/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-57a?r=182n55&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email
https://twitter.com/DrTinaPeers/status/1636999741463572480
https://twitter.com/liz_churchill8/status/1637828118550282242
https://twitter.com/liz_churchill8/status/1637828118550282242
https://twitter.com/dchomecoming/status/1637824183081082881
https://twitter.com/dchomecoming/status/1637824183081082881
https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-57a?utm_medium=email
https://twitter.com/dchomecoming/status/1637824183081082881
https://twitter.com/VacSafety/status/1637824400819998722
https://twitter.com/VacSafety/status/1637824400819998722
http://covidlitigation.com/
https://twitter.com/VacSafety/status/1637824400819998722
https://twitter.com/ChildrensHD/status/1641168599887798272
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mary-holland-covid-court-culture/
https://twitter.com/ChildrensHD/status/1641168599887798272
https://twitter.com/miserablelib/status/1641498044641464321
https://twitter.com/miserablelib/status/1641498044641464321
https://twitter.com/dragonfishy/status/1638005559747280896
https://twitter.com/dragonfishy/status/1638005559747280896
https://twitter.com/wingpea_/status/1643420969472516097
https://twitter.com/wingpea_/status/1643420969472516097
https://www.instagram.com/p/CqoqCAEsvUA/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://twitter.com/wingpea_/status/1643420969472516097
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1641234975881150465
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1641234975881150465
https://twitter.com/lawrie_dr/status/1642100824376500224
https://twitter.com/lawrie_dr/status/1642100824376500224
https://twitter.com/wingpea_/status/1643420969472516097
https://twitter.com/wingpea_/
https://maajidnawaz.substack.com/
https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1641234975881150465
https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem-57a
https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-an-anthem
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueUXNL-A3Zg
https://twitter.com/lawrie_dr/status/1642100824376500224


Margaret Anna Alice 
@MargaretAnnaAl1

"Everything they told us about COVID was a lie. Everything."
—Dr. Paul Marik @drpaulmarik1 is not afraid to say it:
Mistakes Were NOT Made Thank you for heroically standing
for truth, health, and humanity, Paul  If only more doctors
were so brave. rumble.com/v2f7956-interv…

rumble.com

[INTERVIEW] Covid Exposed A Corrupt Medical System, I Can’t Unsee It -Dr. 
Paul Marik, ICU Specialist

Critical care specialist Dr. Paul Marik, MD, was taught that his type II diabetes 
was incurable. But through simple lifestyle and diet changes, Dr. Marik cured …
himself of the affliction and ditched th

5:14 PM ∙ Apr 2, 2023

470 Likes 248 Retweets

Margaret Anna Alice 
@MargaretAnnaAl1

Jimmy Dore is on  in this @mercola interview: "They
choose to lie because that's where their paycheck comes
from. [Rachel Maddow] knew, & she lied. And it’s not a
mistake!" @jimmy_dore is brave enough to say it: Mistakes
Were NOT Made  you, Jimmy. rumble.com/v2fv4ku-dr.-
jo…

rumble.com

Dr. Joseph Mercola Interviews Comedian / Covid Activist Jimmy Dore

Dr. Joseph Mercola writes: In this interview, one of my favorite comedians, Jimmy 
Dore, and I discuss the propaganda machine surrounding all things COVID. I’ve …
posted many of his videos on this site h

6:05 PM ∙ Apr 2, 2023

104 Likes 43 Retweets

Margaret Anna Alice 
@MargaretAnnaAl1

How many of you are aware that Hindawi/Wiley retracted 
511 articles across hundreds of academic journals after 
discovering a "peer-review ring" of unethical actors 
perpetrating academic fraud, including 265 fake articles on 
COVID?

Mistakes Were NOT Made

youtube.com

Major Publisher Retracts 511 Peer Reviewed Scientific Articles

In this video I discuss Hindawi / Wiley and their decision to retract 511 peer 
reviewed articles over unethical conduct by researchers and reviewers. I also ...

12:30 AM ∙ Apr 3, 2023

89 Likes 57 Retweets

Margaret Anna Alice 
@MargaretAnnaAl1

#VaccineDeath is trending, but there is no count for the 
number of tweets. Coincidence?

Mistakes Were NOT Made

#VaccineDeaths #MistakesWereNOTMade 
#AnthemForJustice #DontLetThemGetAwayWithIt 
#NoAmnesty #StopTheShotsNow #StopTheShots 
#AccountabilityNotAmnesty #HelpTheVaxInjured 

7:22 PM ∙ Apr 4, 2023

6 Likes 3 Retweets

For a sampling of many, many more and counting, see the Tweets section below.

Share

The April 6, 2023, issue of the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) newsletter issued a
“Call for poetry” to publish in a future newsletter:

When you think about the last three years and all that the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought, what feelings or images come to mind? Have you considered expressing
those thoughts in poetry?

It’s as if they wrote the prompt specifically for Mistakes Were NOT Made—so,
naturally, I submitted it! Here’s what I wrote in part:

Thank you for this call for poetry! It just so happens that I published a poem on
New Year’s Day that was my attempt to capture the past three years as concisely as
possible.

As is the case with all of my articles, nearly every word is linked to elucidating
resources for the intellectually curious who wish to learn more.…

I look forward to seeing this shared in a future OHA newsletter.

Below is what I saw when I completed my submission 

What do you guys think—will they publish my poem?  I’m still waiting to hear back
on my letter to them from last year, so something tells me no, but I’m sure it’s only
because it’s over their 150-word limit ;-)

I am so proud! I have officially been fact-choked!

Following the customary fact-choker playbook, “Logically” unleashes a cascade of
logical fallacies such as setting up straw man arguments that fail to accurately reflect
the content of my poem, aiming ad hominem attacks at Tess, and recycling the oft-
regurgitated “conspiracy” chestnut.

They say, “The video’s claims are unsubstantiated”—despite 103 of the 333 words in
my poem being hyperlinked to supporting documentation, with each link itself
unfolding into hundreds of its own links, ultimately representing thousands of pieces
of substantiating evidence.

The most blatant lie is their claim that I am attributing the Great Democide to COVID
and am discussing the origins of SARS-CoV-2, which I have never written about as I
feel it is an intentional distraction from the true threats we are facing. They then
knock down this lie by saying the WHO is still investigating the origins (they even
reference to the “Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market” , now considered
preposterous even by mainstream sources). They conveniently miss the entire point of
the poem and the actual mechanisms of mass murder I document.

They put “philanthropists, modelers, testers, NGOs, scientists, and politicians” in
quotes, implying it is excerpted from the poem, even though no such line appears—
and, of course, my dear readers will immediately spot the error in “philanthropists,”
which should be “philanthropaths.”

Curiously, they missed naming these colluders:

The fact-chokers smeared the dissidents.

It would take too much time to dissect every prevarication riddling this fact-choking
effort, but I was so delighted to discover this specimen, I had to share it.

This post is going to serve as the hub for resources related to my poem and will be
updated over time. See below for all things Mistakes Were NOT Made.

Note that it has been impossible for me to find and include every Substack post, tweet,
article, or other reference, so if I’ve inadvertently left out yours or anything important,
please feel free to note those omissions in the comments.

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake.
Holodomor was not a mistake.
The Final Solution was not a mistake.
The Great Leap Forward was not a mistake.
The Killing Fields were not a mistake.

Name your genocide—it was not a mistake.
That includes the Great Democide of the 2020s.
To imply otherwise is to give Them the out they are seeking.

It was not botched.
It was not bungled.
It was not a blunder.

It was not incompetence.
It was not lack of knowledge.
It was not spontaneous mass hysteria.

The planning occurred in plain sight.
The planning is still occurring in plain sight.

The philanthropaths bought The $cience™.
The modelers projected the lies.
The testers concocted the crisis.

THANK YOU for making Mistakes Were NOT Made a global
phenomenon. None of this would have happened without
your sharing the video and poem with so much love and
persistence. Let’s keep it going 

🙌

Comedic Interlude

✍

 OHA Call for Pandemic Poetry

Letter to the Oregon Health Authority
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · JANUARY 24, 2022

“Men, it has been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they go mad in herds, while they only
recover their senses slowly, one by one.” —Charles Mackay, Extraordinary Popular Delusions & the
Madness of Crowds (paperback, Kindle, audiobook)

Read full story

🤥

 Fact-Choking

📚

 Resources

🖋

 The Poem

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · JAN 1

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have both independently
noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and “blunder” to describe the crimes against
humanity perpetrated under the cloak of COVID. Even well-meaning people who share similar values
and goals sometimes fall into this trap being set by those preparin…

Read full story

Mistakes Were NOT Made:
An Anthem for Justice
by Margaret Anna Alice
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The testers concocted the crisis.
The NGOs leased the academics.
The $cientists fabricated the findings.
The mouthpieces spewed the talking points.

The organizations declared the emergency.
The governments erected the walls.
The departments rewrote the rules.
The governors quashed the rights.
The politicians passed the laws.
The bankers installed the control grid.

The stooges laundered the money.
The DoD placed the orders.
The corporations fulfilled the contracts.
The regulators approved the solution.
The laws shielded the contractors.
The agencies ignored the signals.

The behemoths consolidated the media.
The psychologists crafted the messaging.
The propagandists chanted the slogans.
The fact-chokers smeared the dissidents.
The censors silenced the questioners.
The jackboots stomped the dissenters.

The tyrants summoned.
The puppeteers jerked.
The puppets danced.
The colluders implemented.
The doctors ordered.
The hospitals administered.

The menticiders scripted.
The bamboozled bleated.
The totalitarianized bullied.
The Covidians tattled.
The parents surrendered.
The good citizens believed … and forgot.

This was calculated.
This was formulated.
This was focus-grouped.
This was articulated.
This was manufactured.
This was falsified.
This was coerced.
This was inflicted.
This was denied.

We were terrorized.
We were isolated.
We were gaslit.

We were dehumanized.
We were wounded.
We were killed.

Don’t let Them get away with it.
Don’t let Them get away with it.
Don’t let Them get away with it.

Here’s the original video post with the back story and a special message from Tess
about our collaboration:

Here is the YouTube version, which has reached 46K views, 2.4K upvotes, and
hundreds of appreciative comments so far. Given that YouTube is predominantly
populated by normies, the fact that the comments on this video are almost entirely
positive (aside from a few grumpy defeatists, but they don’t contest the POV) is a
telling sign that far more people are awake than the MSM wants us to believe (if you
wish to peruse the comments, I suggest doing so before YouTube catches on and takes
down the video ;-)

Rumble

Odysee

Bitchute

For those who would like to hear my rendering, here is the podcast I recorded for paid
subscribers:

Visit the Translations & PDFs page for a growing list of translations and subtitled
videos.

I have typeset my poem in several formats for those who wish to share a hyperlinked
PDF; print up copies on their printers; or have them professionally printed as
postcards or flyers for distribution. You will find these on the Translations & PDFs
page.

Since people are starting to make their own t-shirts, I realized I should probably create
official merch with consistent branding to help us more effectively tell this story.
Wearing a shirt or hat with “Mistakes Were NOT Made” on it can prompt real-world
conversations. Even if people don’t ask you what it means, their curiosity may be
piqued to the point that they’ll seek out the url on their own and begin their journey
toward awakening.

I’ve uploaded several designs to the Mistakes Were NOT Made collection, so take a
gander and see if there are any products that suit your taste. Here are a few examples
of what you’ll find:

World Council for Health General Assembly #82 (my interview segment)

WARRIOR CREED podcast (interview with Tess; clip played on the preceding
podcast at 1:22:14)

The Jimmy Dore Show

Dr. Mark Trozzi

The Last American Vagabond: The Pirate Stream: Dialectical Dissidents –
Episode 11 (@ 39:45)

Children’s Health Defense: “Courts Follow Culture—and the Culture Is Shifting”

The Epoch Times

UK Column

The Conservative Woman

OffGuardian

Lew Rockwell

The White Rose (video and poem)

Principia Scientific International

The Burning Platform (video and poem)

InfoWars

The Exposé

Natural News

David Icke

Nevermore Media (video and poem)

COVID Hub (includes French translation)

Below is a miscellany of Substack posts that have referenced either the poem or video,
starting with the repost in which the legendary Dr. Meryl Nass named me “COVID’s
Best Chronicler.” I am several thousand Substacks behind, so I am sure I missed some,
in which case feel free to add them in the comments.

Meryl’s COVID Newsletter

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake. Holodomor was not a mistake. The

Final Solution was not a mistake. The Great Leap Forward was not a mistake. The

Killing Fields were not a mistake. Name your genocide—it was not a mistake. That

includes the Great Democide…

Read more

a year ago · 301 likes · 71 comments · Meryl Nass

Elsa - Thought Creativity Passion Life

Mistakes were NOT Made: an Anthem for Justice - Tess Lawrie
reading Margaret Anna Alice's powerful poem

bmbmbm The next time anyone says anything like, “Mistakes were made,” send

this short video. Just 4 minutes. And here is another video that moved me - the

video through which I first met Dr Tess Lawrie - her talk with Andrew Hill. She

knew ivermectin saved lives. So did he. She urgently wanted to save lives. He

knew his decision not to go with the truth m…

Read more

9 months ago · 8 likes · 8 comments · Elsa

Radical Media - by Maajid Nawaz

The Great Covid Back Pedal is Here

Listen now (128 min) | At the top of this newszine Resistance Radio presents our

WARRIOR CREED podcast. On Tuesday 14th February 2023 WARRIOR CREED

co-hosts Maajid Nawaz and Usman Raja live-streamed with former GB News host

Mark Steyn who - like Maajid Nawaz a year prior - was removed from his

broadcast role after the UK media regulator Ofcom initiated a complaint, and…

Listen now

9 months ago · 74 likes · Maajid Nawaz

ThisDay&Age

How to Frame the Pandemic

Aside from the Woke Wars, there’s the ongoing, extremely divisive question of

What the Fuck Just Happened? During the last three years, that is. And

📽

 Videos

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)
MARGARET ANNA ALICE AND DR TESS LAWRIE, MBBCH, PHD · MAR 16

Watch now (4 min) | I am elated to present this video of Dr. Tess Lawrie reading Mistakes Were NOT
Made: An Anthem for Justice (full text at the end of this post): My veteran Substack readers may recall
it was Tess’s fearless confrontation of Andrew Hill that inspired me to launch my

Read full story

Watch on

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna A…
Copy link

🎧

 Podcast of My Reading

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Podcast)
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · JAN 22

Listen now (5 min) | To say the weeks following the publication of Mistakes Were NOT Made: An
Anthem for Justice have been momentous would be an understatement. I’ll save the meatier updates
for later, but as a teaser, I will divulge that Tonika and I decided to make this poem our next video
collaboration (here’s

Read full story

🀄

 Translations

Mistakes Were NOT Made: Translations & PDFs
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · APR 7

Translations Translations of Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice and subtitled versions
of my video collaboration with Dr. Tess Lawrie are already underway with help from my usual
translators plus World Council for Health’s network of quiet heroes

Read full story

📃
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What the Fuck Just Happened? During the last three years, that is. And

depending on what you did or didn’t do, you have a theory. Or maybe a strong

suspicion. Or a conviction that all of it was no accident, it was not the result of

‘mistakes’. It was planned. And it’s Margaret…

Read more

a year ago · 3 likes · 1 comment · Monika Ullmann

New World Dreaming

Anthems for a New World

The Individual and the Collective ‘It is through the expression of innermost

individuality that we can play the role we were born to play in the collective self-

realisation of our communities and our species.’ —Paul Cedenec ‘This is all part of

an inexorable progression, an unfolding, if you will…. It is not something we’ve

seized control o…

Read more

a year ago · 4 likes · 5 comments · Nowick Gray

Alexander COVID News-Dr. Paul Elias Alexander's Newsletter

The Dirty Dozen: start with Fauci, Birx, Francis Collins, Azar, Bourla,
Bancel, Ashish Jha, Walensky, Baric, Daszak, Njoo, Tam; we hold
proper legal inquiries with judges of their COVID policies; 5GW

Truck Fudeau! This was no ‘mistake’ or ‘blunder’ or no ‘bungling’, no no no, this

was deliberate, malice, scorn, malfeasance by many in government and academia

and research and medical doctors and public health officials and technocrats etc.

Many also not named here. But you get the picture. This was intentional, they

knew at each step what they were do…

Read more

a year ago · 132 likes · 82 comments · Dr. Paul Alexander

Alexander COVID News-Dr. Paul Elias Alexander's Newsletter

My call to 'hang 'em high' (Fauci, Birx, Francis Collins, Bourla et al.)
following proper legal judge inquires that declare guilt causing
death, has Margaret Anna Alice calling for justice, I join her

These people like Fauci et al. commit crimes IMO and they try to blame us. Yet we

are the damaged party due to them. We never ever forget and we seek justice,

legal justice, we use the courts and ballot box and we be relentless and punishing.

We work the courts and we be punishing, like Nazi hunters, we hunt as long as it

takes to get justice and accoun…

Read more

a year ago · 86 likes · 13 comments · Dr. Paul Alexander

The Art of Freedom

A Story We Need

I re-watched Frank Capra’s Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, after god knows how

many decades, and within the first 30 minutes I knew I’d be writing about it. It’s

timely and trenchant, and just what we need. It was certainly what my son Henry

needed. As you may recall from my…

Read more

a year ago · 15 likes · 32 comments · Mary Poindexter McLaughlin

Build Back Better

Mistakes Were Not Made: An Anthem For Justice

A great collaboration from Substacker Margaret Anna Alice and Tess Lawrie. Real

dissidents…

Read more

9 months ago · 8 likes · 2 comments · Mathew Aldred

The Truth Barrier

New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern Resigns Abruptly, Theory Of
Davos' Doom Gains Momentum

Doug and I were in the car, when I saw on my phone that Mark Crispin Miller

reported that Jacinda Ardern has abruptly resigned. I told Doug. “They should

hang,” he said quietly. And he’s not one to say such things. “They should,” I said.

“I’ve been uneasy about stating that. But yes, they should. All of them…

Read more

a year ago · 182 likes · 133 comments · Celia Farber

Karen Bracken

Mistakes were not made/Sasha Latypova-RFK Jr./Dr. Redfield/and
more

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice - ARTICLE…

Read more

9 months ago · 18 likes · 3 comments · Karen Bracken

Old School Counselor

No we will not move on

My sign protest on 17th Street near the White House in March, 2022. Please read

this beautifully-written anthem for Justice from Margaret Anna Alice.Thanks for

reading Old School Counselor! Subscribe for free to receive new posts and

support my work…

Read more

a year ago · 8 likes · Old School Counselor

Clemmy

To Answer Ron Unz’s Question: It’s Vaxxing Deaths

https://www.unz.com/runz/vaxxing-deaths-or-covid-deaths/ Clemmy is a reader-

supported publication. To receive new posts and support my work, consider

becoming a free or paid subscriber. Ron Unz's position, that excess mortality in

the months and years following both Covid and the "vaccine" (scare quotes,

because it’s a gene serum disguised as a vaccine) …

Read more

a year ago · 14 likes · 7 comments · Thaddeus Kozinski

Graham’s Newsletter

Debt fantasy coming to an end. Mocking Russian rocketry.
Assembling Covid references

The US national debt stands at about $31 trillion. Roughly $100,000 for each of

the 320 million people in the country. How many of those people could come up

with $100,000 if you held a pistol to their heads? 3%? 4%? The good news is that

the budget deficit is scheduled to come down. Covid 19 appears to have been

contrived for many reasons, one of which …

Read more

a year ago · 10 likes · 20 comments · Graham Seibert

SuperSpreader

VAX_DANGER (2023-01-02) Mon [killJAB]

Happy New Year! Hope everyone had a nice holiday weekend. Wishing for peace,

prosperity and happiness heading your way this year. "I like the dreams of the

future better than the history of the past." —Thomas Jefferson Our future is yet to

be written. 2023 is the year to roll up our sleeves and start to clean up the mess. It

will take hard work but we will…

Read more

a year ago · 6 likes · Super Spreader

Steve’s Newsletter

In Memory

January 1, 2022 In memory of the following friends who passed in 2021-22:

Pierre La Fond, David Karpeles, Tom McBride, John Brennand, Tim Collup, Gary

Rogers, Tom Young, Donna DeLibro, Bob Cobb, Patty Kaiser, Drew Hunter, Pete

Clements, Stacia Jessup, Tim Small, Jeff Dunstone, Dori Carlson, Peter Abraham,

Jerry Morrow, Kemp Aaberg, Larry Brooks, Rob Johns…

Read more

a year ago · 3 likes · Steve Close

Lies are Unbekoming

The Unbekoming Express - Edition 11

I haven’t done an Express in a while. Here are a collection of odds and sods that

are worthy of some airtime, I think. Hopefully you find them interesting, useful or

ideally both. Vaccine Injury Resources With thanks to the one and only Margaret

Anna Alice…

Read more

a year ago · 27 likes · 15 comments · Unbekoming

Shouting in space

NEW STUDY links "Vaccine Hesitancy" to Narcissism &
Psychopathy!

As the blindly apathetic masses fall ever deeper into their awakened smiley faced

slumber, fully convinced everything is behind them and “back to normal”— the

sinister psychological manipulation intensifies! — Joseph Goebbels would be im…

Read more

a year ago · 22 likes · 11 comments · John Botica

Kathleen Devanney's Newsletter

The World and Identity

I used to say, regarding my overall philosophy on people - No one wants to be an

asshole. Meaning, if someone was, they were in the grips of something they were

unaware of. I still think this is largely true. (With obvious exceptions; this does not

incorporate those who are intentionally lying and harming - that is something

else…

Read more

a year ago · 15 likes · 20 comments · Kathleen

Exposing The Darkness

End Times Headline News

Exposing The Darkness is a reader-supported publication. To support my work,

please consider becoming a paid subscriber. One-time or recurring donations can

be made through Ko-Fi: Israel strikes Damascus airport, Syria says Two people

were killed in the attack, according to the Syrian military…

Read more

a year ago · 41 likes · 3 comments · Lioness of Judah Ministry

Clemmy

2022: The Death of Truth

Public discourse, the moment it becomes basically neutralized with regard to a

strict standard of truth, stands by its nature ready to serve as an instrument in the

hands of any ruler to pursue all kinds of power schemes. —Josef Pieper…

Read more

a year ago · 27 likes · 13 comments · Thaddeus Kozinski

The friendly Viking

 Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice 

 Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice  by Margaret Anna Alice

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake. Holodomor was not a mistake. The

Final Solution was not a mistake. The Great Leap Forward was not a mistake. The

Killing Fields were not a mistake…

Read more

a year ago · 4 likes · the friendly viking

Uri’s Newsletter

Dr. Tess Lawrie reads the ANTHEM for JUSTICE written by
Margaret Anna Alice

https://rumble.com/v2dxqs0-144341712.html Dr. Tess Lawrie reads the ANTHEM

FOR JUSTICE written by Margaret Anna Alice. The following has been extracted

from Margaret Anna Alice Substack newsletter The following poem was inspired

by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have both independently noticed the

increasing use of terms like “bungled” and “blunder…

Read more

9 months ago · 1 like · Uri Weiss

Sage’s Newsletter

"Mistakes were NOT Made": In 2021, Dr. Tess Lawrie Confronted
Andrew Hill on IVM

Watch now (2 min) | …

Read more

8 months ago · 123 likes · 304 comments · Sage Hana

Sage’s Newsletter

Suggested RFK, Jr. Campaign Slogan: "Don't Let Them Get Away
With It. Mistakes were NOT made." Alternate title: "Rip the Band
Aid off!"

DoN’t LeT tHeM gEt AwAy WiTh It! Ask yourself the following questions: 1. Is the

United States a Global Superpower? Yes…

Read more

8 months ago · 79 likes · 120 comments · Sage Hana

Courageous Discourse™ with Dr. Peter McCullough & John Leake

"Don't Let Them Get Away With It"

By JOHN LEAKE There are notable moments in history when the overlords of this

world go too far in their exercise of power and commit a crime that is a glaring

expression of their arrogance. Such a crime is memorialized and becomes

symbolic of their tyranny. Decent people are shocked by the spectacle of it and

conclude that the overlords no longer have an…

Read more

8 months ago · 319 likes · 92 comments · Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH™

And, of course, Tess and the World Council for Health:

A Better Way to Health with Dr Tess Lawrie

Have we been using the wrong tactics?

A few days ago, someone shared with me how much they loved this recent

session from the World Council for Health’s Mind Health Committee. In it, Dr

Patrick Dubois gives a presentation on Cognitive Self-Defense, followed by a

lively discussion with our…

Read more

8 months ago · 65 likes · 26 comments · Dr Tess Lawrie, MBBCh, PhD

A Better Way to Health with Dr Tess Lawrie

The planning is still occurring in plain sight

I was recently on Maajid Nawaz’s Warrior Creed podcast where he asked me

whether the World Health Organization (WHO) had an issue with the work I now

do, promoting alternatives to the WHO’s top-down, dictatorial GPPP (Global

Public Private Partnership) approach. My response was that I was not sure. The

WHO is a behemoth of an institution with many diffe…

Read more

8 months ago · 195 likes · 40 comments · Dr Tess Lawrie, MBBCh, PhD

World Council for Health
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World Council for Health

How Mistakes Were NOT Made Went Viral — Margaret Anna Alice &
Robin Monotti

You're invited to join us TODAY in the WCH Newsroom for General Assembly

Meeting #82. Our guests this week include Robin Monotti and Margaret Anna

Alice. IMPORTANT: Please verify your time zone! Today's meeting begins at 6 pm

UTC, which is 2 pm EDT and 7 pm BST…

Read more

9 months ago · 16 likes · 2 comments · World Council for Health

World Council for Health

The Story Behind Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
(by Margaret Anna Alice)

Regardez maintenant (29 min) | Speaking live at World Council for Health General

Assembly Meeting #82 on Monday, March 27, Margaret Anna Alice shared with us

the story behind her powerful poem ‘Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for

Justice’ and how Dr Tess Lawrie’s reading of it went viral this month…

Read more

9 months ago · 20 likes · 5 comments · World Council for Health

World Council for Health

Fact-Checkers vs Independent Media: What You're Not Being Told

"The fact-chokers smeared the dissidents." — Margaret Anna Alice, Mistakes

Were NOT Made You don’t want to miss Monday's General Assembly at 6pm

UTC (2pm EDT) as we unveil the truth about the fact-checkers and the role they

played in the engineered disinformation campaign of the last three years

surrounding Covid-19…

Read more

8 months ago · 23 likes · 2 comments · World Council for Health

I am grateful to the many kind souls who cross-posted both the poem and the video.
Below are the cross-posters and their accompanying introductory remarks:

“I’d like to wish everyone a happy New Year!

“I’d also like to share a truly incisive, apt, and compelling post from my friend
Margaret Anna Alice.

“As we move forward, we must not allow those responsible to whitewash the
transgressions of the past 3 years.

“I’m not taking about the innocents who unwittingly aided the perpetrators, I’m
talking about those who willingly conceived, planned and orchestrated this.

“For those who are not aware, govt documents refer to COVID-19 months before it
was ever named. Here’s just one reference. https://expose-news.com/2022/12/18/us-
dod-pre-pandemic-covid-research-contract/

“The work of defending freedom has only just begun. I am grateful to all of you
brave enough to leave the comfort of your naïveté to educate yourselves and take a
stand.”

“From one of my favorite writers on the subject of all things covid and the un-
deniability that we the people have been de-humanized, and democided for
purposes she has opened many of our eyes to see. Margaret Anna Alice has been at
the forefront in bringing many out of blindness and into the light.”

“#MistakesWereNotMade”

“The Truth is like a lion, let it free it will defend itself.”

“The only thing worse than NOT doing anything when something should be done is
letting the guilty get away with what we've been through for the past almost 3
years... Video of this presentation is available on twitter...”

Jikkyleaks  
@Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to 
respect the deceased and the oppressed. 

Understand what this is about. 

Listen. Share. Reflect. 

#Tyranny 
@DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr 

9:43 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

4,440 Likes 2,576 Retweets

“Bloody right!”

“I’m delighted to share with you this creative endeavour with brilliant poet warrior
Margaret Anna Alice. Her poem moved me deeply - as I think you can probably
tell.”

“Two of my favourite ladies of the last few years with an amazing collaboration, a
call to arms. Lest we forget. Don’t let them get away with it.”

“An absolute masterpiece! Four minutes. Wow!”

“MISTAKES WERE NOT MADE Don’t let them get away with it

“A must watch poem, written by Margaret Anna Alice and read by Dr Tess Lawrie.
Live now on www.worldcouncilforhealth.org”

“Dr. Tess Lawrie is one of my idols. Please listen as she reads this powerful and
heart wrenching poem by Margaret Anna Alice. Mistakes were NOT made. This
was all intentional. Don't let them get away with it.”

“While I doubt any of my subscribers aren’t already MAA fans, I had to cross-post
just in case... Please share far and wide. We need more of this to awaken those still
slumbering. Thank you.”

“For all those who said that comparing the COVID genocide with the other
genocides of the 20th century is a false comparison, listen to this poem, so movingly
read by Dr Tess Lawrie, and tell me if you still feel the same way. Our governments,
our medical and ‘public health’ authorities, our media and many major corporations
want as many of us dead as possible. That is not a conspiracy theory. That is a
FACT. And they will get their wish if we continue to be silent.”

“I couldn’t not. 4 minutes.”

“Don’t let them get away with it!!”

“Spend 4 minutes and watch the video and hear the words. Because we lived it.”

“Please share this new video mashup of ‘An Anthem for Justice’ (written by
Margaret Anna Alice & read by Dr. Tess Lawrie) far and wide. It will reinforce the
powerful message that We the People will not let Them get away with it!”

“The democide of the 2020s was not a mistake.”

“A worthy battle-cry! Dr Tess Lawrie has given life to these beautiful words from
Maragaret Anna Alice; ‘Mistakes were NOT made: An Anthem for Justice’.”

“Never again means never forget.”

“Sometimes it is good to step away from facts, figures and evidence and revert back
to pure emotion. After all, this is what ACTUALLY defines us as humans! The video
in this post is exactly that: pure emotion! It’s a video of Dr. Tess Lawrie, the co-
founder of the World Council for Health, reading a poem written by Margaret Anna
Alice...and being clearly overcome with emotions, as every human being should
with words such as this! NEVER Forget! NEVER EVER Forgive!! NEVER EVER E-
V-E-R AGAIN!!! Here are two videos I feel compliment this message perfectly and
are also pure emotion:

“Onwards and upwards until the full and unconditional victory!! We WILL prevail!”

“It’s hard - impossible? - to express how brilliant I think Margaret Anna Alice is!
Yesterday I saw the Tess Lawrie 4-minute video at the very top of this post, in
which Dr. T.L. reads the poem Margaret Anna Alice first posted on January 1st of
this year. I missed seeing it then - but am so glad she got Dr. Lawrie to record it. It’s
a real humdinger. (Note: The posting has lots more in it - not just the video. You
might want to do as I did - just watch the video, then return later for the rest of the
posting. That’s up to you! But DO please watch the video!)”

“Mistakes Were NOT Made it all part of a deliberate plan. The Global Plandemic.”

“Everything Dr. Laurie says can be proven many times over. Please reach out if you
have any questions. Then stand with me demand accountability. Love, Allison”

“I had not encountered this poem before now. It is worth printing and leaving on a
wall somewhere.”

While my poem was heavily shared after I first posted it on New Year’s Day, I did not
keep track of pertinent tweets, nor do I have time to wade through gazillions of tweets
to track them down, so the ones below primarily focus on the video.

The following selections exclude those in the body of the post above, so please
reference those for a more comprehensive representation. As ever, please share any
important tweets I may have missed in the comments. 2

Architects for Social Housing 
@SimonElmer2022

This is good, both as poetry and as a description and 
understanding of what was done and is still being done 
behind the cloak of a health crisis. ‘Mistakes Were Not 
Made: An Anthem for Justice’, by Margaret Anna Alice. 
@MargaretAnnaAl1

bitchute.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of “A Letter to Dr Andrew Hill,” my #1 red-pilling 
video. …7:23 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

29 Likes 18 Retweets

Unmasking Mainstream Media 
@unmasking_media

"Mistakes were not made."

"Name your democide. It was not a mistake."

"This includes the great democide of the 2020s."

"To imply otherwise is to give them the out they are 
seeking."

"We were terrorised. We were dehumanised. Don't let them 
get away with it."

This  

Awake in Belfast @AwakeinBelfast

If you want a complete run down on what they did to us in 2 minutes. Here you 
go. Planned right down to the very last detail. https://t.co/i4t5FlsabQ

🎌
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 The Poem

• Heretic with Leslie Manookian

• HUMDEEDEE

• Dr. Crystal’s Perspective

• Dennis Duffy

• Decisive Liberty

• VFB’s Substack

👀

 The Video

• Dr Tess Lawrie, MBBCh, PhD

• Joel Smalley

• Dr. Toby Rogers

• Shabnam Palesa Mohamed

• Dr. Tyna Show Podcast & Censorship-Free Blog

• Kathleen

• Informed Choice

• Hugh McCarthy

• American Samizdat

• Nothing to See Here

• DeepThought

• End Times Meditations

• ShifanAhmed’s Newsletter

• Dan’s Substack

• Actionable Truths & Actions

Watch on

A Crisis in Consciousness (Jiddu Krishnamurti)
Copy link

Watch on

Video unavailable
This video is unavailable

Watch on

Now We Are Free - Gladiator
Copy link

• Musings from Janet

• Graham’s Newsletter

• Allison’s Newsletter

• Full Broadside
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Liz Churchill 
@liz_churchill9

Incredibly well done. 

4:22 AM ∙ Mar 29, 2023

5,910 Likes 3,776 Retweets

LTG (R) Mike Flynn 
@GenFlynn

“Don’t let them get away with it” again!

“Joseph said to them, “Don’t be afraid. Am I in the place of 
God? You planned evil against me; God planned it for good 
to bring about the present result — the survival of many 
people.”

Genesis 50:19-20 HCSB

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

5:48 PM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

1,582 Likes 528 Retweets

Paul Mitchell 
@PaulMitchell_AB

Mistakes were NOT made.

No amnesty. 

New World Odor™ @hugh_mankind

 LISTEN-READ-SHARE

''Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice''
-By Margaret Anna Alice

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake.
Holodomor was not a mistake.
The Final Solution was not a mistake.
The Great Leap Forward was not a mistake.
The https://t.co/jEEpGdAJsl… https://t.co/aWOxo5BuiN https://t.co/1pJO5X6a12

2:57 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

52 Likes 19 Retweets

OkJulie 
@Serenityin24

No words can fully describe what has happened. But this 
gets as close as I’ve heard yet.

 

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

4:04 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

135 Likes 147 Retweets

Dr Gerard Waters ,GP 
@OTURISK

drtrozzi.org

Mistakes Were Not Made ‣ Dr Mark Trozzi

There were no mistakes. Rather, it was meticulous diabolic planning and 
execution.

3:52 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

11 Likes 7 Retweets

Stacey Rudin 
@stacey_rudin

“COVID” was not incompetency, it was not “mistakes.” 

But they’ll get away with it. 

Jikkyleaks  @Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased 
and the oppressed. 

Understand what this is about. 

Listen. Share. Reflect. 

#Tyranny 
@DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr https://t.co/u4ezg8t2hr

12:40 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

48 Likes 13 Retweets

The Doctors’ Appeal/Läkaruppropet 
@lakaruppropet1

Den medicinska forskaren Tess Lawrie, VD för Evidence-
based Medicine Consultancy Ltd i Bath, läser Margaret Anna 
Alice dikt Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice. 
Den är otäck, och tyvärr helt realistisk. Lägg er tid på att titta 
på denna 4 minuter långa film. Dela den.… 
https://t.co/gK030RS4vm 

5:28 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

187 Likes 70 Retweets

Viv 
@CuendetV

Le Dr Tess Lawrie, grande dame de  dit le texte de
Margaret Anna Alice.  @marc_g_wathelet pour la
traduction du texte. odysee.com/@vcuendet:1/AU…

9:01 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

69 Likes 39 Retweets

David Icke 
@davidicke

Mistakes were not made; The Great Democide of the 2020s 
was not a mistake

davidicke.com

Mistakes were not made; The Great Democide of the 2020s was not a mistake

“The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like ‘bungled’ and …
‘blunder’ to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak of 
covid. Even well-meaning people who share similar values and goals…2:14 PM ∙ Mar 22, 2023

91 Likes 31 Retweets

𝙽𝚎𝚜𝚝𝚘𝚛 
@UncleNestor22

#DontLetThemGetAwayWithIt mistakeswerenotmade.com
Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by
Margaret Anna Alice; Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie) full text:
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer… full video
(4:01): youtu.be/ueUXNL-A3Zg

8:22 PM ∙ Mar 24, 2023

64 Likes 42 Retweets

Pure Skeptic 
@Carbongate

Mistakes Were NOT Made youtube.com/watch?v=ueUXNL…

6:43 PM ∙ Mar 24, 2023

10 Likes 11 Retweets

Karl Harrison 
@KarlDHarrison

Mistakes Were Not Made ‣ Dr Mark Trozzi #Covid19 
#vaccines #TrudeauMustGo  

drtrozzi.org

Mistakes Were Not Made ‣ Dr Mark Trozzi

There were no mistakes. Rather, it was meticulous diabolic planning and 
execution.

2:55 PM ∙ Mar 24, 2023

Richard Bailey 
@RealRichardBail

A wonderful anthem for justice

Mistakes were not made ... read on

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.10:02 AM ∙ Mar 24, 2023

ЯΞD ᕈILL LΞD  
@Red_Pill_Led

Mistakes were NOT made…

One of the best videos I’ve seen in the last few years about 
the last innumerable years 

Don’t let them get away with it 

8:28 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

83 Likes 33 Retweets

Wide Awake Media 
@wideawake_media

An excellent three minute rundown of what really happened 
during the "pandemic", and how it was planned down to the 
very last detail.

#CrimesAgainstHumanity #Nuremberg2 #LockdownFiles 

10:55 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

952 Likes 583 Retweets

Marc G Wathelet, Ph.D. 
@marc_g_wathelet

@MargaretAnnaAl1 @lawrie_dr @FreeWCH Great text and 
delivery, we made a French-subtitled version of it to extend 
its reach:
https://t.co/kudOyiTEbw

Viv @CuendetV

Le Dr Tess Lawrie, grande dame de  dit le texte de Margaret Anna Alice.

 @marc_g_wathelet pour la traduction du texte.

https://t.co/ADdDWg36z1 https://t.co/JsmUl58XzN

12:25 PM ∙ Mar 22, 2023

7 Likes 4 Retweets

The Doctors’ Appeal/Läkaruppropet 
@lakaruppropet1

@MargaretAnnaAl1 @ChildrensHD @lawrie_dr @FreeWCH 
You’re poem is a masterpiece! 

12:23 PM ∙ Mar 22, 2023
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12:23 PM ∙ Mar 22, 2023

5 Likes 1 Retweet

The Dangerous Globe 
@DangerousGlobe

@MichaelPSenger It was just one of those whoop[s - a -
Daisy moments, they are Awfully sorry I am sure

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.4:03 PM ∙ Mar 22, 2023

11 Likes 8 Retweets

Oliver Dowding  
@OliverDowding

Mistakes were NOT Made. An anthem for justice.
This is extremely powerful and poignant. 
A short piece, pithy and with very important messages for 
everyone.

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

10:26 PM ∙ Mar 22, 2023

7 Likes 3 Retweets

Children's Health Defense Virginia Chapter 
@CHD_VA_Chapter

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by 
Margaret Anna Alice; Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie) 

youtu.be

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
f...

2:37 AM ∙ Mar 22, 2023

10 Likes 5 Retweets

PINKOPAL  ( I WILL NOT COMPLY  )  
@PinknPurple15

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice, by
@MargaretAnnaAl1 open.substack.com/pub/margaretan…. A
MUST READ !!! Patriots POST THIS EVERY SINGLE DAY!!’

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.2:29 AM ∙ Mar 24, 2023

9 Likes 7 Retweets

𝙽𝚎𝚜𝚝𝚘𝚛 
@UncleNestor22

#DontLetThemGetAwayWithIt mistakeswerenotmade.com
Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by
Margaret Anna Alice; Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie) full text:
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer… full video
(4:01): youtu.be/ueUXNL-A3Zg

8:22 PM ∙ Mar 24, 2023

64 Likes 42 Retweets

Ana M. Fuentes 
@FearlessFriends

DR TESS LAWRIE STANDS FOR TRUTH! Dr #TessLawrie
drops >50 #truth bombs 4minutes! Yes-she talks about
#US #DepartmentOfDefense #Bioweapon disguised as
#covid19 #vaccines. Yes-she calls #covid a #scamdemic
#psyop. Please listen and retweet.
open.substack.com/pub/margaretan…

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

8:51 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

7 Likes 5 Retweets

John Elworthy 
@johnelworthy

@AwakeinBelfast Prompted by a Covid sceptic, I sought this 
out. And watched it 3 times. On the basis of a retweet being 
neither affirmation nor rebuttal of its content, here it is. That 
is all.

1:20 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

3 Likes 2 Retweets

Paul Mitchell 
@PaulMitchell_AB

Mistakes were NOT made.

No amnesty. 

New World Odor™ @hugh_mankind

 LISTEN-READ-SHARE

''Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice''
-By Margaret Anna Alice

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake.
Holodomor was not a mistake.
The Final Solution was not a mistake.
The Great Leap Forward was not a mistake.
The https://t.co/jEEpGdAJsl… https://t.co/aWOxo5BuiN https://t.co/1pJO5X6a12

2:57 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

52 Likes 19 Retweets

John Nugent 
@nugecom

The governing class did not blunder the plandemic. It was 
murderous plunder. 

This terrible beauty of a poem - read by a hero - cuts to the 
heart:
"Mistakes Were Not Made: An Anthem for Justice" by 
@MargaretAnnaAl1, read by @lawrie_dr:

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

10:50 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

12 Likes 6 Retweets

Sarahjane - product of a 50s childhood 
@SarahJaneguru

Simple Magnificent Emotional True. Made me cry 
Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer…

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

1:35 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

29 Likes 13 Retweets

Sarah Bryden-Bradley  
@BrydenBradley

Call to arms #mousearmy!

Let's get Mistakes Were NOT Made trending again!!!

 #MistakesWereNOTMade #AnthemForJustice.
 
@FreeWCH @lawrie_dr @MargaretAnnaAl1 

Margaret Anna Alice @MargaretAnnaAl1

At the WCH GA #82 (https://t.co/aF5FZbi8JK), we'll read select tweets about 
#MistakesWereNOTMade #AnthemForJustice.

Please tag @FreeWCH, @lawrie_dr, & @MargaretAnnaAl1 to ensure we see your 
tweet.

Let's get Mistakes Were NOT Made trending again! 

https://t.co/xpYuMRqIJn

11:53 AM ∙ Mar 26, 2023

4 Likes 2 Retweets

Eric Tilton 
@cognitivecarbon

See also bit.ly/3npigY3

rumble.com

mistakes were NOT made - An Anthem for Justice

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased 
and the oppressed. Understand what the past nearly 3 years is about. Listen... …
Share... Reflect... Be sure to visit the Sub

1:14 AM ∙ Mar 27, 2023

3 Likes 2 Retweets

HuLeCSam X'ed No More 
@CensoredSammi

@LibertyMutual8  What did the Georgia Guide Stones tell
us? Leaving THIS here: rumble.com/v2edujq-mistak…

rumble.com

mistakes were NOT made - An Anthem for Justice

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased 
and the oppressed. Understand what the past nearly 3 years is about. Listen... …
Share... Reflect... Be sure to visit the Sub

1:37 PM ∙ Mar 25, 2023

2 Likes 1 Retweet

Andrew McIntyre 
@akmcintyre

@unmasking_media @TheDailySledge @ellymelly The 
Nuremberg code was put in place after Nazi atrocities with 
the aim of "Never Again" Well it has happened again and we 
are not even seeing an ounce of remorse or insight.  A 
reckoning will have to come or we are headed down a very 
dark road 

youtube.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
f...

9:24 PM ∙ Mar 26, 2023

6 Likes 2 Retweets

DutchFarmer  
@useful_eater

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice, by 
@MargaretAnnaAl1 

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.10:37 PM ∙ Mar 26, 2023

 Wendy J  
@mrswendle

‘Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice’ written 
by @MargaretAnnaAl1 An incredibly powerful poem 
beautifully read by @lawrie_dr   

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.10:08 PM ∙ Mar 26, 2023

Dr Teck Khong 
@DrTeckKhong

“Mistakes Were NOT Made” No, they were deliberate plans.
“Don’t let them get away with it” No, we won’t. Join, support,
vote @ADFParty and together we fight the good fight. We
will win! bitchute.xyz/H84B0kIl08b3 via @Bitchute

bitchute.xyz

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

LATEST PFIZER DOCS LIST GRAPHENE OXIDE:
https://bit.ly/40k8i8G 

⚠

DETECTION OF GRAPHENE IN COVID19 VACCINES B…
MICRO-RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY - Prof. Dr. Pablo Campra Madrid
https://bit.ly/3HI7brG Case Briefing Document and lab report, sh…11:56 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

33 Likes 11 Retweets

ChatterBoxMuse ❂ 
@ChatterBox_Muse

Mistakes were not made. 
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45 Likes 33 Retweets

Marpe Diem 
@Marpassion

An anthem to justice.
Listen & watch. 

Robin Monotti @robinmonotti

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
Poem: @MargaretAnnaAl1 
Read by: @lawrie_dr
Video: @MediaRival https://t.co/lYsL2pT2zS

4:14 PM ∙ Mar 26, 2023

1 Like 1 Retweet

Knightess Duckworth Telegram: https://t.me/THKess 
@ms_duckworth

@jonathanstea Imagine being this Doctor (one of so, so 
many cancelled, censored and suppressed ) who has spent 
three years trying to warn people, reading this poem

Mistakes were NOT made. 

10:34 PM ∙ Mar 25, 2023

 CCG Jay The Narrative Destroyer  
@UltraMagaCCG

Anthem For Justice!
By - @MediaRival 

3:08 AM ∙ Mar 25, 2023

37 Likes 30 Retweets

Jung 
@betterworld_24

Don't let them get away with it; mistakes were NOT made, 
Dr. Tess Lawrie 

7:03 PM ∙ Mar 25, 2023

156 Likes 74 Retweets

Draven S.  
@DravenS17

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
by @MargaretAnnaAl1 
Read by @lawrie_dr 

https://t.co/o0ItK6V3MO

Jikkyleaks  @Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased 
and the oppressed. 

Understand what this is about. 

Listen. Share. Reflect. 

#Tyranny 
@DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr https://t.co/u4ezg8t2hr

8:36 AM ∙ Mar 23, 2023

3 Likes 2 Retweets

Dr. Tyna Moore 
@DrTyna

This was NOT a mistake. Don’t let them get away with it. 

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

1:12 AM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

34 Likes 4 Retweets

Betti Lynn THE IFBARP 
@betti_lynn

Good read- it is a poem and at the bottom the poem is read 
on a video by Dr Tess Lawrie. 

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice, by 
@MargaretAnnaAl1 

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.4:21 PM ∙ Mar 24, 2023

2 Likes 1 Retweet

Lara28  
@Lara28742634061

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video). -
Listen carefully as she speaks. It feels like she’s talking about
a historic and cruel genocide from the past… then it hits you.
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer…
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

1:00 AM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

 Diamondz  
@CrazeeKanuck

This is AWESOME!! "Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem 
for Justice" 
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 Mind Blown! “Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice” ~ The 
“Pandemic” Was Planned and Executed Down to Every Last Detail...

Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie This Anthem for 
Justice is my attempt to succinctly chronicle the calculated intentionality …
underlying the COVID tyranny. Here is a transcript

3:44 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

𝗘𝗔𝗚𝗟𝗘🅾🅽🅴  
@Mar50cC5O

An anthem for justice - ‘Mistakes Were Not Made’ by 
Margaret Anna Alice. 

rumble.com

An anthem for justice - ‘Mistakes Were Not Made’ by Margaret Anna Alice.

Read by Dr Tess Lawrie

4:43 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

Richard Bailey 
@RealRichardBail

Mistakes were not made. Everything rolled out worldwide 
exactly as planned
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.10:42 AM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

Anne M 
@meganne121

"Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice" 
The "Pandemic" Was Planned and Executed Down to Every 
Last Detail... 

rumble.com

 Mind Blown! “Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice” ~ The 
“Pandemic” Was Planned and Executed Down to Every Last Detail...

Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie This Anthem for 
Justice is my attempt to succinctly chronicle the calculated intentionality …
underlying the COVID tyranny. Here is a transcript

8:05 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

1 Like 1 Retweet

The All in One Team  
@theallinoneteam

Powerful must watch and share immediately! Mistakes
Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video), by
@MargaretAnnaAl1 | All designed to cause maximum harm
to the population. open.substack.com/pub/margaretan…
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

5:21 PM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

5 Likes 3 Retweets

STYROframe Core  
@styrohome

Mistakes Were NOT Made - They Were Planned! 

rumble.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made - They Were Planned!

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie) I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisite…
poignant reading of my “Mistakes Were Not

10:44 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

Karen Curnock 
@KarenCurnock

This is great! Please pass it on...
@EmeraldRobinson @TuckerCarlson @catturd2  
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

5:05 AM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

Ivor Mektin  
@IMektin

@vgclements1 Fact chokers! Mistakes Were NOT Made:
An Anthem for Justice (Video), by @MargaretAnnaAl1 | Evil
prevails and weaponized our Humanity against us!
open.substack.com/pub/margaretan…
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

3:48 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

7 Likes 2 Retweets

Jayne Potvin 
@Fisherlady111

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice 
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.3:59 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

20 Likes 8 Retweets

Robin O'Brien 
@zombiemommy

The government's job during a pandemic is to be reasonable 
and give good direction.
It was not a mistake. 
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.4:36 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

2 Likes 1 Retweet

Dr.Suzanne Chappel - Control Group 
@SueChappel

Listen + Share.
Thank you.

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video), 
by @MargaretAnnaAl1 
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

7:04 PM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

15 Likes 3 Retweets

Lioness 
@lioness0817

Goosebumps…  onenewspage.com/video/20230318…

11:31 PM ∙ Mar 21, 2023

6 Likes 3 Retweets

Anne M 
@meganne121

@latimeralder And it wasn't a mistake

rumble.com

 Mind Blown! “Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice” ~ The 
“Pandemic” Was Planned and Executed Down to Every Last Detail...

Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie This Anthem for 
Justice is my attempt to succinctly chronicle the calculated intentionality …
underlying the COVID tyranny. Here is a transcript

10:33 AM ∙ Mar 23, 2023

4 Likes 2 Retweets

Brooks Agnew 
@brooksagnew

Mistakes Were Not Made: America Free Radio with Brooks 
Agnew https://t.co/FTQ1Lb6pQQ

11:58 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

7 Likes 5 Retweets

Gather Your Wits  
@MichelleLCatlin

Dr. Tess Laurie is one of the most trusted sources of medical
information and integrity. She reads this incredible poem
with links to every point made. Watch and read for yourself...
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer…

Awake in Belfast @AwakeinBelfast

If you want a complete run down on what they did to us in 2 minutes. Here you
go. Planned right down to the very last detail. https://t.co/i4t5FlsabQ

6:29 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

Knightess Duckworth Telegram: https://t.me/THKess 
@ms_duckworth

Don’t let them get away with it.
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer…

Erin Elizabeth Health Nut News @unhealthytruth

Mind blown. If you want a two minute rundown of what they did the last two
years and it was planned down to the very last detail. Watch this. One of the best
videos I’ve seen in the last three years about the last three years. 
https://t.co/0o2OinqX67

6:23 AM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

10 Likes 3 Retweets

Scotpath 
@scotpath

A beautiful video summing up why there should be no 
amnesty..

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

9:10 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

6 Likes 1 Retweet

Shell Thing 
@shell_thing

@MargaretAnnaAl1 @lawrie_dr @FreeWCH Mistakes Were 
Not Made is a perfect summation of the hell we have been 
put through these last three years, it moved me to tears. Your 
words coupled with the emotion in dear Dr Lawrie’s voice; 
my goodness that was powerful. Thank you!  We will not 
let them get away with it!

10:54 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

30 Likes 5 Retweets

I’m No Angel 
@HappyCamper2626

Dr Tess Lawrie reads Margaret Anna Alice’s painfully truthful 
poem: ‘Mistakes were NOT made: An Anthem for Justice’, a 
brilliant reminder of how we must demand justice for the 
crimes committed in the name of the pandemic and not let 
them get away with it under the ‘we made a… 
https://t.co/jwk0BD5TKU 

12:57 AM ∙ Mar 22, 2023

4 Likes 2 Retweets

RefugeOfSinners (ROS) 
@RefugeOfSinner5

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by 
Margaret Anna Alice; Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie) 
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of “A Letter

9:02 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

10 Likes 4 Retweets

Yoru Barman 
@heg_emon

PAINFULLY TRUTHFUL
Millions didn’t need to die. Don’t let them get way with it. 

‘MISTAKES WERE NOT MADE: An Anthem For Justice’ ~ By 
Margaret Anna Alice; Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie. 

PLEASE WATCH & SHARE 
 

9:10 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

3 Likes 1 Retweet

#TrudeauMustGo 
@DerrickSweet

The crimes Margaret speaks about are still being committed 
by the media, hospitals, health agencies, #WHO, corrupt 
politicians like #JustinTrudeau, law enforcement 
(complacency = collusion) and big-pharma. This only ends 
when the public demands it ends!

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

12:49 PM ∙ Mar 20, 2023

12 Likes 5 Retweets

Trauma into Truth 
@TraumaTruth

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice 
Trauma into truth 
margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer…
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

2:47 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

16 Likes 6 Retweets

Aussie Freedom Flyers 
@AussieFlyers

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video), 
by @MargaretAnnaAl1 
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

12:44 AM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

19 Likes 5 Retweets

Hugh McCarthy 
@HughMcC17126125

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video),
by @MargaretAnnaAl1
open.substack.com/pub/margaretan… 4 minutes into your
soul....
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

10:20 PM ∙ Mar 17, 2023

1 Like 1 Retweet

Gal.G, Adv  
@GalG____

“Mistakes Were NOT Made”
An Anthem for Justice
by @MargaretAnnaAl1:
“… Name your genocide—it was not a mistake.
That includes the Great Democide of the 2020s.
…
The planning occurred in plain sight.
The planning is still occurring in plain sight.”

https://t.co/X0xDgAQOF6 

Margaret Anna Alice @MargaretAnnaAl1

I am profoundly honored to share this exquisitely poignant reading of my 
Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice poem by @lawrie_dr of 
@FreeWCH. It was beautifully filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of A Letter to Dr 
Andrew Hill, my #1 red-pilling video.

https://t.co/HFNgnfRct1

2:22 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

99 Likes 58 Retweets

Chellee 
@Michell87463246

Listen  
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

10:40 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

Stephen Larkin 
@StevoLarkin

Mistakes were NOT made. Don't let them get away with it. 
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Mistakes were NOT made. Don't let them get away with it. 

Jikkyleaks  @Jikkyleaks

Please stop what you are doing and give up 4 minutes to respect the deceased 
and the oppressed. 

Understand what this is about. 

Listen. Share. Reflect. 

#Tyranny 
@DrJBhattacharya @chrismartenson @lawrie_dr https://t.co/u4ezg8t2hr

10:32 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

19 Likes 7 Retweets

Northern Monkey  
@ukdutypaid2u

Mistakes were not made. 

Awake in Belfast @AwakeinBelfast

If you want a complete run down on what they did to us in 2 minutes. Here you 
go. Planned right down to the very last detail. https://t.co/i4t5FlsabQ

9:11 AM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

13 Likes 4 Retweets

VisceralAdvΞnture 
@VisceralAdvntr

“An artist’s duty is to reflect the times” - Nina Simone. Thank
you @MargaretAnnaAl1 and Tess Laurie. 
open.substack.com/pub/margaretan…
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

1:53 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

Shabnam Palesa Mohamed 
@ShabnamPalesaMo

Powerful. Mistakes were not made

@lawrie_dr @FreeWCH 

Dennis M @Dennistalksfact

@DrJamesOlsson https://t.co/niOie1t9br

9:40 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

7 Likes 3 Retweets

StopEndlessWar 
@StopEndWarsNOW

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice 
“It is extraordinary to think that just a few years ago that 
would have caused a major stir in academia; today it is 
swept under the carpet of oblivion where wilful blindness 
takes effect.

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

5:57 PM ∙ Mar 18, 2023

Kelly DNP  Functional Med 
@kacdnp91

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)
 margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-wer…
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

1:59 PM ∙ Mar 16, 2023

21 Likes 10 Retweets

Clinton Foundation Whistleblowers 
@CFWBers

Right here @BillGates “Don’t Let Them Get Away with It”
#HelltoPay #PaybackIsABitch #Scamdemic #Plandemic
#ProtecttheKids youtu.be/ueUXNL-A3Zg

Bill Gates @BillGates

The Global Health Emergency Corps will represent massive progress toward a
pandemic-free future. https://t.co/FrhvVHqTbo

9:27 PM ∙ Mar 19, 2023

12 Likes 7 Retweets

Republican Party of New Mexico 
@NewMexicoGOP

WATCH: A spoken poem by Margaret Anna Alice about the 
injustice and overreach during COVID.
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Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

9:33 PM ∙ Mar 23, 2023

John Olooney 
@OlooneyJohn

rumble.com

WARRIOR CREED with Dr Tess Lawrie

A casual weekly lifestyle livestream show with co-hosts Usman Raja and Maajid 
Nawaz

6:31 PM ∙ Mar 29, 2023

31 Likes 11 Retweets

David Duffett 
@dduffett

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

A powerful video montage chronicling the last three years of 
tyrannical measures and mandates.

Adapted from the poem by Margaret Anna Alice, read by Dr 
Tess Lawrie.

Don't Let Them Get Away With It.

Video credit to Darrin McBreen 

7:58 PM ∙ Mar 29, 2023

11 Likes 5 Retweets

david  
@david42762383

#SHARE EVERYWHERE it brought me to tears
#vaccineinjuries #midazolammatt #TheGreatReset
#borisjohnson #billgates #WEF #KlausSchwab #WHO
#Nuremberg2now Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem
for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; R... youtu.be/ueUXNL-
A3Zg via @YouTube

youtu.be

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
f...

11:39 AM ∙ Mar 29, 2023

7 Likes 4 Retweets

Dr David Cartland 
@CartlandDavid

Margaret Anna Alice: The Story Behind ‘Mistakes Were NOT 
Made’ | World Council for Health 

worldcouncilforhealth.org

The Story Behind Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret 
Anna Alice) | World Council for Health

On March 27, Margaret Anna Alice shared with us the story behind ‘Mistakes 
Were NOT Made’ and how Dr Tess Lawrie’s reading of it went viral.

5:28 AM ∙ Mar 29, 2023

20 Likes 4 Retweets

Abir Ballan 
@abirballan

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice
"It was not botched.
It was not bungled.
It was not a blunder.
Don’t let Them get away with it."
1/2
@MargaretAnnaAl1 @lawrie_dr 

margaretannaalice.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have 
both independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and …
“blunder” to describe the crimes against humanity perpetrated under the cloak 
of COVID.11:58 AM ∙ Mar 29, 2023

31 Likes 8 Retweets

Teresa Rose Steele  
@treezsteele

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video), 
by @MargaretAnnaAl1 

open.substack.com

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Watch now (4 min) | Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

8:03 AM ∙ Mar 31, 2023

Dana Jumper 
@HighGraceFarm

@MargaretAnnaAl1 @jimmy_dore @PierreKory @FreeWCH 
@lawrie_dr One of the best videos I've seen. Thanks, MAA

2:25 PM ∙ Mar 30, 2023

Based Boomer 
@stephaniebynum

WATCH THIS!!!
HIGHLY RECOMMEND!!!

Plandemic 

Margaret Anna Alice @MargaretAnnaAl1

I just got this moving comment alerting me @jimmy_dore had @PierreKory on 
today's show & they played @FreeWCH @lawrie_dr's & my video:

"out of nowhere I erupted like an unsuspected volcano of tears… I can usually 
control my emotions but Tess's words…"

https://t.co/yUI36FXnHg

4:28 PM ∙ Mar 30, 2023

Stef Zamorano 
@miserablelib

#NotAMistake  

youtu.be

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (by Margaret Anna Alice; Read 
by Dr. Tess Lawrie)

I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant reading 
of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was masterfully …
f...

5:48 PM ∙ Mar 30, 2023

19 Likes 4 Retweets
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Share Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass

Just a little over a month ago, I was celebrating reaching 25K readers on my mailing
list, and now I’ve gratefully welcomed nearly 6K more and am about to hit 31K!

I have my Glenn Beck interview (@ 1:25:09–1:45:57) to thank in great part for
introducing us and will be sharing our exchange in a future post.

I just dropped forty memes on the topic of conspiracy theorists for my paid subs:

As I previously teased, Tess’s video is just the beginning of our Mistakes Were NOT
Made video series, with more exciting voices to come as well as additional videos in
the works. All participants have enthusiastically given their time, talents, and
resources to this collaborative passion project without compensation.

There are, however, incidental costs I cannot expect others to cover—travel to location
shoots, for example. Your contributions enable me to absorb these expenses and may
even make it possible to film more distant readers.

Thank you for whatever you are willing to contribute to the fulfillment of this and

🎊

 30K! 

😃

🌠

 Memes by Themes: New Drop

Memes by Themes #3: Conspiracy Theorists
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · APR 10

I first want to warmly welcome all of you wonderful new subscribers and thank you for your patience
as I craft new content while riding the tidal wave of interest following my Glenn Beck interview (@
1:25:09–1:45:57) and the viralization of my Mistakes Were NOT Made

Read full story

🎬
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Thank you for whatever you are willing to contribute to the fulfillment of this and
other creative visions.

Get 30% off a group subscription

After PayPal canceled me last year, my donations plummeted and I lost nearly all of my
recurring donations. This is just one of the many ways the silencers try to hurt dissidents.
Thank you for whatever you can give to help me fight back.

Please subscribe to my channels if you’d like to be notified when I upload new videos.

YouTube • Odysee • Rumble • Bitchute

I post all of my articles on social media, so if your Substack notifications become
disabled without your notice (as a number of my readers have reported), following me
on other outlets will ensure you don’t miss anything.

Twitter • Facebook • Gettr • Gab

The single-most important driver for new readers joining my mailing list is Substack
recommendations. I want to thank every one of you who feels enthusiastic enough
about my Substack to recommend it, and I especially appreciate those of you who go
the extra mile to write a blurb!

I offer bulk discounts on signed copies of my fairy tale The Vapor, the Hot Hat, & the
Witches’ Potion. Reply to any of my newsletters (or the Welcome email if you’re new) to
place your order via email. You can also buy directly from Amazon if you prefer.

Paid subscribers can download the beautifully typeset and illustrated e-book of my fairy tale,
The Vapor, the Hot Hat, & the Witches’ Potion. It is equivalent to the paperback version
(retails $12.99) and much prettier than the Kindle version (retails $5.99). Click here to access
the downloadable PDF (the post will be unlocked once you subscribe).

If you’re new to my Substack, my Wake-up Toolkit is a great way to get acquainted
with my content. I’ve organized my articles by topic for easy reference and use in your
red-pilling efforts as needed. I will update this to reflect new content as it is published.

Click here to see upcoming IPAK-EDU courses, and please use my affiliate code
(MAA1IPAK) to register for any you decide to take.

If you feel the work I am doing is worthwhile and want to make it possible for me to spend
more time writing and researching in my aim to unmask totalitarianism and awaken the
sleeping before tyranny triumphs, please consider supporting me, whether it be by
subscribing; buying me a Ko-fi or coffee; or sharing my posts. I thank you for reading, thinking,
sharing, and supporting my work in whichever ways you choose.

Get 30% off a group subscription

Prefer to donate crypto? You can send Bitcoin using the following code:

bc1ql706rr7vj7c7nzxnqfp9rldw8ddfc20f492jk0

Since crypto transfers are anonymized, I won’t know about your donation. Please drop me an
email by responding to any of my newsletters if you’d like to alert me to your generous gift.

Remember, a subscription to Margaret Anna Alice Through the Looking Glass makes for an
intellectually adventurous gift down the rabbit-hole!

Give a gift subscription

Donate Subscriptions

Note: Purchasing any items using Amazon affiliate links included in my content will further
support my efforts to unmask tyranny.

1 I highly recommend this Dr. Mercola interview with Jimmy Dore in which he unequivocally
states that Mistakes Were NOT Made:

“They choose to lie because that’s where their paycheck comes from.… They all lied about
the vaccines. They all said the vaccines stop transmission, it’ll stop it dead. Rachel
Maddow had a five-minute soliloquy about how if you get the vaccine, you cannot pass
the virus, you cannot catch the virus. She’s a Rhodes Scholar. I knew that was a lie when
she was saying it. You don’t think she knows it’s a lie? … She knew, and she lied.… And
it’s not a mistake!”

2 I began working on this post before Twitter pulled its Stasi anti–free speech stunt
preventing Substack from embedding tweets and suppressing tweets with Substack urls or
tagging SubstackInc. While the functionality for tweets referencing Substack has apparently
been restored, the ability to embed tweets in Substack posts has not, which means there are
many I have been unable to add, including this one by Dr. Peter McCullough and this one by
Queensland Senator Malcolm Roberts, among countless others.

408 Likes · 38 Restacks

184 38 Share
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184 Comments

182 more comments...

Top New Community

For 16.4 cents/day (annual) or 19.7 cents/day (monthly), you can help
me fight tyranny while enjoying access to premium content like
“rolling” interviews, podcasts, Memes by Themes, Behind the Scenes,
and bonus articles:

Subscribed

🤲

 One-Time Support

📼

 Subscribe to My Channels

🐇

 Follow Me on Social Media

Visit BioLink to find all of my social media accounts:

You will also find me on Substack Notes!

🌟

 WARM GRATITUDE FOR THE RECS!

📚

 Order Signed Copies

Download the E-Book

⏰

 Wake-up Toolkit

Wake-up Toolkit
MARGARET ANNA ALICE · NOVEMBER 20, 2022

Below you will find my articles organized by topic so you can readily reference and share them as the
need arises. You can also visit my archive to view all of my content in reverse chronological order.

Read full story

🎓

 IPAK-EDU
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408

Write a comment...

49 replies

Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant. Nothing is hidden. Everything is in view. The intention is plain to see. The curtain has fallen. These

haters of humanity stand naked before the world. Why did they do this? They are representatives of a long

anticipated flowering of the World Spirit (Geist) that seeks utopia on earth. To have it they must destroy.

To destroy they must lie. And continue to lie, again and again, until they become mad. Truth wins out. No

one can control it. It transcends everything. So, in the midst of this craziness, I have hope. All is not lost.

This moment in history is the transition that ten generations from now will be talked about as the end and

the beginning. Thank you for poem. It feels like something that should be engraved in stone and hung at

every door in Congress. May it be shared throughout the generations.

LIKE (53) REPLY SHARE

19 replies

Anne Clifton Writes Outside of the Camp Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Just posted to Facebook, in hopes that some of my Christian (and non-Christian) friends will wake up.

The church has been far too silent.

LIKED (31) REPLY SHARE

50 Reasons to Give Your Child the COVID Shot

Are you wondering if it’s a good idea to give your kid the COVID shot? I know there’s an
ocean of mis/dis/mal/information out there to navigate, so I’ve…

SEP 4, 2022 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice (Video)

Written by Margaret Anna Alice & Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie

MAR 16 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE AND DR TESS LAWRIE, MBBCH, PHD

4:00

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice

The following poem was inspired by a conversation with Mike Yeadon. We have both
independently noticed the increasing use of terms like “bungled” and…

JAN 1 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE

A Mostly Peaceful Depopulation

Notes for My Corona Investigative Committee Interview

JUL 3, 2022 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE

Baby Alex: The Definitive Account—in His Mother’s Own

Words

EXCLUSIVE: Cornelia Sets the Record Straight on Timeline, Sequence of Events, & Other
Details Surrounding Baby Alex’s Tragic Demise

DEC 21, 2022 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE AND CORNELIA HERTZLER

Letter to the Washington State Board of Health

On the Proposed Policies to Involuntarily Detain People in a Quarantine Facility &
Mandate COVID Vaccination in Schools

JAN 10, 2022 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE

Letter to Robert Malone

A Plea for Civility

NOV 8 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE

Letter to a Mainstream Straddler

Live Not by Half-Lies

FEB 21 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE
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Letter to a Tyrant

I won’t bother to reason with you or appeal to your compassion—because you have none.
You are a foul, fetid, festering, fiendish, fear-fomenting fecker…

NOV 11, 2021 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE

Letter to the Menticided: A 12-Step Recovery Program

Are You a Victim of Menticide? Look for These 10 Signs!

MAY 10, 2022 • MARGARET ANNA ALICE
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